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Introduction
The wind farm output of an offshore-farm such as Horns Rev changes between nearly
constant output to highly variable power output. A balance responsible will therefore
benefit from knowing the variability of a wind farm in advance.
Some understanding of the observed variability and the corresponding forecast error on
offshore wind farms had been gathered in the past few years, while a large fraction (about
60%) of the error still lacked understanding and required further intense research. This
was the outset at the beginning of the HREnsemble project.
It was found that there are obvious sources, which cause planetary boundary layer eddies
to dominate the wind power production, such as cold air flowing over a warm sea surface.
The spurious nature of power can however also appear under reversed conditions, which
is more complex to explain, as this usually takes place under very specific weather conditions, which mostly do not occur often enough within a reasonable time frame of for
example a year to draw realistic conclusions.
Although ensemble prediction systems in moderate resolution provide an advantage in
comparison to deterministic single forecasts especially because of the possibility to determine confidence intervals. However, these intervals are not always related to the mesoscale generated variability of the wind farm output. To produce a realistic variability
of the wind offshore and to make use of the advantages from an ensemble of forecasts,
the numerical weather prediction model resolution of the ensemble needs to approach the
horizontal extend of the wind farm.
To study these interactions further, the consortium has combined developments in ocean,
weather and wind power prediction. In fact, beside the project’s focus on improving the
wind power prediction, the prediction of meso-scale generated variability on the wind
farm power output was studies intensively.
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The different key tasks and investigations in this process were:
(1) Development of a number of new features for the power prediction
(2) Investigations on wave parameterisation for the NWP models
(3) Ocean model experiments
(4) Coupled atmospheric and ocean model experiments with an ensemble
(5) Generation of high-time resolution NWP model output for variability studies
(6) Feasibility study on predictability of offshore variability with a EMD approach
The consortium inclusive the end-users to carry out these tasks correspondingly were:
- Bolding-Burchard ApS (3)
- DONG Energy A/S (50% ownership of Horns Rev)
- DTU Informatics (1)
- DTU-Risø National Laboratory (6)
- Fraunhofer IWES (former ISET) (1,2)
- Vattenfall A/S (50% ownership of Horns Rev)
- WEPROG (coordination) (1,2,4,5)

1.1

Milestones of the Project

The duration of the HRensemble project was planned to 3 years. At the end of the
second year it was found that it would be beneficial to extend the project for 6 months,
mainly because a number of research topics could only begin when observational data
became available. The extension helped in so far as the project group in that way was
able to achieve all milestones by the end of the project. The most relevant milestones are
summarised hereafter in order to provide an overview. Details of the topics will be found
in Chapter 2.
Offshore Potential and Penetration
An expert round table discussion has been setup in order to provide recommendations
regarding the the integration strategies in the near future and the medium term. The
discussion is provided in Section 3. Additionally, the lessons learned and the potential of
offshore wind power has been summarised in Section 1.3. Our analysis says that offshore
wind power can be a catalyst to the wind power penetration, if it is used in an intelligent
manner.
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However, it can potentially also lead to a very poor penetration of wind at a high cost,
if the incentives do not encourage the synergy between the dispersed wind power and
offshore wind power.
Tuning of wind power forecasts
It is often claimed that wind power forecasts can be tuned to any target and if they are not
of good quality, then it was because they are not tuned to that target. The HRensemble
project has shown that the forecast error for a single wind farm differs very little between
different methodologies in percent of the total error. It has also been demonstrated that
the results are fairly similar regardless of what statistical parameters is used for validation.
Project Innovation
Ensemble forecasts do open for new applications and this has been demonstrated in the
project by the development of the iEnKF approach for estimation, upscaling and short
term prediction. This approach is fundamentally different from any existing methodology
and is applicable in any discipline where an ensemble forecast of some kind can predict
the uncertainty. The iEnKF approach is already at the end of the project used operationally by 4 countries for short term forecasting of wind power and has in all 4 countries
demonstrated a significant improvement over previous methodologies on all horizons up
to the 12 hours ahead with new forecasts generated every 15 minutes. However the iEnKF
is at the end of the project still only used for two offshore wind farms.
Real-time Demonstration
A 5 month real-time demonstration has been carried out from 1. August 2009 to 31.
December 2009. Three power conversion methodologies have been tested and verified
after the test with observations from the wind farm. The results showed consistency
with the evaluation of the methodologies with historical data and therefore provides a
robust measure of the forecast quality that can be expected for a single individual offshore
wind farm in the North sea. An in depth frequency analysis of the forecasted and real
production, the error distribution as well as probability of detection and false alarm
revealed that the MSEPS ensemble is providing consistent and useful input to the power
conversion and hence reliable ensemble forecasts for this purpose.
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Project Dissemination
Several offshore conferences and wind energy conferences took place during the project
and the project participated with at least one contribution at each event.
However, it was somewhat disappointing that during the years of growth in the economy
there was little interest in the rather basic research work conducted in the project. It
was found that the interest from the community was more on the economic value counted
from the estimated number of production hours times the fixed price. There seems to be
little understanding and hence interest from investors in the balancing issues. This may
be due to the high fixed price incentive which together with maintenance issues takes
away all attention.

1.2

Data Availability

The HRensemble project proposal was submitted in summer 2005 with planned commencement in spring 2006. Since then a second stage Horns Rev wind farm has been
built and the installed capacity at the end of the project has reached 360MW at Horns
Rev. This is more wind power capacity per area unit than anywhere else in the Danish
grid. Additionally, there is no wind power capacity around Horns Rev to smooth out the
generation from the wind farm. Certain weather events can therefore potentially generate
a significant variability in the power generation at Horns Rev with frequency changes as
a consequence, unless there is sufficient balancing power. For this reason a part of the
project work has been focused on short-term forecasting and variability forecasting.
The project has been using a subset of “clean” and “non-clean” data from the first Horns
Rev wind farm including various mast, ocean and wave data. The wording “cleaned” here
refers to the data quality check, which included the removal of spurious data values and
the normalisation with available capacity in each time step, as power generation measurements were influenced by other factors than weather. These power data were made
available for 1 year (Feb 2008- Feb 2009).
The “non-clean” data refers to data that was provided as is. Some of the very high time
resolution data were in parts reduced to periods of 1 month of data for confidentiality
reasons. The wording “non-clean” data covers also over the moving of some equipment
within the wind farm. Nevertheless, all “non-clean” data set were provided from January
2002 - December 2007.
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Some of the reduced data quality can be explained by the fact that the wind farm was
built by Elsam and taken over and split in two equal parts between Dong Energy and
Vattenfall. This took place in the first year of the project and caused some delays in the
project regarding confidentiality agreements for data with the new owners of the wind
farm.
To make best use of the data, it was agreed with the data providers that the data were
reduced to periods, where the data would represent the actual weather conditions well
and contain as little non-weather related influence.
Prior to the finalization of the data agreements it was decided to use mast data from
the German offshore mast at FINO1, which is even further away from the coast than the
Horns Rev wind farms.

1.3

From Infancy to Maturity

The original expectations to the offshore wind resource has probably not been a disappointment to anybody. The Horns Rev wind farm has been able to almost produce 2.5
times more energy than the average turbine in DK-West. The ratio is may then be 1.5,
if compared to turbines located directly on the west coast of Denmark or typical wind
farms in Ireland, Scotland, Canada and Australia. The down side is a faster ageing of the
turbines with technical challenges and reliability issues.
The economic efficiency of offshore wind power has changed very fast since the first Horns
Rev wind farm was built. There was for a while only one supplier of turbines for offshore
conditions and the prices of the turbines increased rapidly. The political will for offshore
wind power combined with high risk and reservation caused that the industry at times
seemed rather reluctant on offshore wind power.
The offshore wind power cost developed to a level where the development seems to be
almost entirely based on the commitment of generating more CO2 free energy. Wind
farms are normally planed by the industry and go through an application procedure, but
stage zero of Danish offshore wind farms have moved to be planned centrally. A project
application is therefore today only developed if there is a call for tender in Denmark.
Offshore wind is a new business and it is therefore neither easy nor cheap to underwrite
insurances for the risks. The solution to the risk seems to be to develop a consortia of
competitors to share the risk of large wind farm projects like Horns Rev. This ownership
construct is not only used for offshore wind, but is even used to spread the risk even over
different continents.
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Offshore wind power should from a community perspective not only be an investment
object and an intermittent CO2 free energy generator. The high price per energy unit
should ideally also lead to a point where offshore wind power has a reliability level on the
same level as conventional power plans.
There is however a high risk that offshore wind power is not taken serious, because single
weather events and lack of reliability of the wind turbines may be used disqualify offshore
wind power as primary power generator and reserve provider without a dedicated effort.
Nevertheless the requested reliability can be achieved from:
1. More understanding of the variability of the weather
2. Reliable multi-day forecasts of all wind power in the region
3. Reliable short-term forecasting of all local wind power
4. Several large independent wind farms
5. Automated centralised balancing of all wind power
Given the developments in the project we are not in doubt that the first three requirements
are achieved by the project results and the fourth will be achieved once the Anholt offshore
wind farm is running and the two Danish grids are interconnected directly.
The 5th requirement is somewhat critical, because this requirement essentially can increase or reduce the renewable energy penetration. Without moving towards this requirement, offshore wind power may however become an expensive adventure. Seen from a
forecasting point of view, offshore wind power needs to be handled as one large pool.
This can however trigger problems in a small liberalised market structure like Denmark,
if one generator suddenly becomes too large. Another obstacle in the optimal handling
of offshore wind power is the requirement that the TSO accepts offshore wind farms as
primary power and also reserve providers.
The R&D work in this project has been designed to find solutions to meet these requirements with the help of forecasting tools and in this way maximise the value of the offshore
wind power investments.

1.4

Benefits of Offshore Wind power

The cost of offshore wind power is much higher per energy unit than onshore wind and
it is therefore worth the while to analyse the benefits of offshore wind power in order
to encourage and to justify further development. The following list provides some key
benefits of offshore wind power:
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- A number of independent offshore wind farms can be connected to the high voltage
grid and can therefore better feed power into the load centres than dispersed wind
power can in rural regions
- The grid can deliver more renewable energy to the consumers with a combination of
offshore wind farms and dispersed wind power located in the relative rural areas
- A number of independent offshore wind farms will be able to generate at least as reliable
energy as existing reliable generators do if intelligent software is used to distribute
the down regulation according to short term forecasts.
- Offshore wind will technically provide the most efficient reserve attached to the Danish
grid, if we consider the CO2 budget and ease of administration
- Plenty of offshore wind power increases the value of wind power because it is fast to
regulate
- Offshore wind can potentially balance a large capacity of dispersed wind power via
downward regulation, because there is nearly always offshore generation to maintain
balance of the entire pool
- Efficient short term forecasting of multiple offshore wind farms will ensure that offshore
wind power will work well in the intra-day market also when the wind speed is under
the full load level.
- Few countries have as much shallow water around as Denmark which is suitable for
offshore wind power. Together with a few large wind farms on land the dispersion
could be enhanced and the cost efficiency of the regulating capacity increased.
- Dispersed wind power on land and offshore wind complement each other, because
the geographical spread is increased and the frequency distribution of the wind
generation flattens out, while the correlation to the demand increases, although
offshore wind does not itself correlate with the demand.
- The offshore wind power is very predictable in very windy winter months compared to
the produced power, which is opposite to the dispersed wind power on land.
- Offshore wind power is maybe an expensive solution against volatility, but offshore is
flexible can act fast to counteract, if there is too much volatility
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- The three offshore clusters in Denmark at 350-400MW capacity are located in a triangle
and provide fairly good spatial smoothing
- Offshore wind may solve some visual impact problems, although additional transmission
issues also have to be considered. There are both cost and planing issues, which
may delay projects.
Offshore wind power is difficult to establish cost efficient in open water and the complexity
increases with the size of the wind turbines. There are also single point of failures on the
transformer station and the transmission and many periods where it is difficult or even
impossible to get to the turbines for maintenance and service.
The core of these items can be expressed in the following way. Offshore wind power from
few wind farms appears as a challenge, but the operation and usefulness increases with
the number of independent wind farms. In strong wind ,offshore will act as balancing
power for dispersed wind power and in weaker winds short term forecasting and intra-day
trading will allow for efficient integration of the wind power. An overcapacity of wind
power with good online control attached to the high voltage grid will secure the value
of wind power in the future a markets. The dispersed intermittent generation should
however not exceed the demand in too many hours, because these are the hours where
the market value of generation drops considerably.
The role of the existing CHP and coal units in the future would in this scenario be to
provide power in periods with weak wind and balance the offshore wind power in hours
with low wind penetration. The number of hours where wind will cover all generation
will therefore increase.
From an environmental perspective balancing of wind power with hydro power in Norway
is maybe the preferable solution, but the present inter-connectors are dimensioned to
transport energy through Denmark. It appears more beneficial to reserve the capacity to
transmission that flows directly though Denmark and use use the capacity in emergency or
if the capacity is free anyway. However, Germany and Scandinavia will be able to occupy
the lines, because their generation and consumption patterns complement each other and
the market coupling ensures that the flow will help to reduce the price difference. Increased
wind power generation in Germany at fixed prices will in the future be able to utilize all
available capacity on the transmission lines. A stronger transmission through Denmark
could however raise some grid security concerns, because the line between Germany and
DK-West is by far the largest generation unit on DK-West.
To conclude, the likelihood of success of the Danish offshore strategy is high, if some kind
of a centralised balancing policy of wind power would be adopted.
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The need of a new approach for handling the wind has become clear after the market
coupling between north and central Europe was enabled. Eltra and later Energinet.dk
was used to export energy out of DK-West in every strong wind event. This is not possible
anymore after the market coupling has increased the transmission through DK-West and
Germany has increased the wind power capacity significantly. New rules in Germany
forbid the “over-the-counter” sale of renewable energy.
Thus, the energy price is under pressure whenever there is an event with every strong
wind and the full export through DK-West may prevents DK-West to get rid of energy.
Therefore, negative prices are required to stop generation. In this light the flexibility of
offshore wind power is increasingly valuable.

1.5

Important Project Achievements

The project proposal was built on some practical experience with forecasting for the Horns
Rev wind farm. This experience was certainly of benefit in the project application phase,
because hardly any changes were required in the work plan except an extension of the
project of 9 months because of delays with the exchange of observational data from the
wind farm, which was mainly due to the change of owner. Additionally, some tasks have
been swapped between partners and the demonstration phase had a reduced participation.
The project work can be summarised in
- Variability study
The variability studies have brought understanding of how the wind varies offshore
despite the smooth sea surface. The study also showed that the significant variability
can be forecasted.
- Short-term Forecasting
Short term forecasting of multiple wind farms can be greatly enhanced by the iEnKF
approach, which couples frequently reporting measurements with ensemble forecasts
and increase the confidence to wind power generation
- Comparison of different day-ahead forecasting methodologies
Different day ahead forecasting methodologies have been tested and compared and
show that the error growth is very steep for the single offshore wind farm, whereas
the results indicate that forecasting of multiple wind farms will benefit significantly
from spatial smoothing
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- Wave study
The wave study demonstrated that the sea surface roughness changes as fast as the
wind speed and that intelligent parameterisation of the roughness is required from
the processes in the planetary boundary layer rather than only wave age dependent
formulations
- Ocean study
The ocean coupling study showed that the sea surface temperature is changing slowly
and it is the movement of the air parcels across horizontal sea surface temperature
gradients that can trigger variability. Running an ensemble NWP and ocean models
give useful variability of the sea surface temperature, but some tuning remains for
improved day ahead performance
- Evaluation of ensemble forecasts for wind power
For more efficient evaluation of NWP input, sensitivity runs have provided a set
of new error statistical formulae. Additionally the most relevant error measures
for evaluation of ensemble forecasts were identified for application in wind power
forecasting
- Expert Round table discussion
The project group has setup a round table discussion on possible strategic solutions
regarding offshore wind energy integration
- Real-time Demonstration
A 4-month real-time demonstration of different forecast methodologies showed that
there is strong a dependency of the input to the prediction methods, because it was
found that different methodologies lead to comparable error levels
Part of the work will help to accelerate further developments, because important general
basic research and development have been carried out in order to deepen our understanding of offshore wind power and how to best integrate it in today’s and tomorrows energy
systems. Some developments, such as the iEnKF, are even already in operation at the
end of the project.
Although some of the results appear not too encouraging, it is worth while noting that
one wind farm is a very localised object an the exact timing of weather events are not
always possible to observe at one particular spot. Verification results of RMSE may for
that reason be on a surprisingly high level. However, spatial smoothing will help with
increasing offshore capacity.

Work Overview
In this chapter we are providing an overview of the work carried out in the project and
are describing the important achievements and the milestones that were reached. The
sections provide an introduction and overview to the work tasks and the major results
and their impact for future implementations of offshore wind power.
There will be provided references along the way to the detailed reports or publications
that are available on the project’s web page, or links to the author’s web pages, journal
web pages or conference web pages. Additionally a list of publications and reports made
available from this project to the public can be found in Section 5.

2.1

Important Initial Findings

In the early stages of the project ([14]) it was found that the offshore wind power forecast
error growth is steeper than for dispersed wind power on land. The difference is significant
measured relative to the installed capacity, but on a comparable level relative to the
produced wind power. In extreme windy months the offshore wind power can also be
forecasted with lower error than dispersed wind power.
Despite this error pattern, offshore wind has the potential of participating in the balancing
market either as reserve, within a pool or in the intra-day market. The reason is that
offshore wind farms are often already producing at full load when the dispersed wind
power still generates variable power at the steep range of the power curve. Therefore,
offshore wind power is at times a more reliable power source that can provide negative
reserve in a very fast and efficient way.
From an environmental perspective, the balancing of wind power in Denmark with hydro
power in Norway is a preferred solution. However, the market coupling between Scandinavia and central Europe causes that the wind power balancing in the western Denmark
cannot take advantage of import and export as much as before the market coupling, because the market coupling ensures that the transmission capacity is used to level out price
differences between Scandinavia and Germany.
11
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The mixture of nuclear power generation and the increasing amount of wind power on
fixed price tariffs in central Europe will over time increase the number hours with negative
prices. This evolution is not to the benefit of wind power paid at the market price plus a
bonus nor increasing the efficiency of the energy system.
The western Denmark therefore needs additional internal balancing capacities compared
to beforehand. This can partly be achieved when the DC line between DK-West and
DK-East will start operation. However, this will also coincide along with more offshore
wind power. The net result will most likely be that offshore wind power will have to
be able to play a central role in the balancing of dispersed wind power in both DK-West
and DK-East, if increased penetration of wind power should be achieved in the near future.
The analysis above led to the conclusion that the project should keep focus on tools that
may optimise and increase the confidence on operating offshore wind farms in a reliable
manner. In that way, the reliability and accuracy of the short-term forecast have been
considered one of the most important targets for the project.
Additionally, probabilistic multi-day forecasts will increase the value of the wind power.
There is a value in knowing the probabilistic offshore production forecast and the forecast
for the aggregated wind power. In fact, it is the ensemble minimum that is often of most
value. This will enable producers to estimate the need of of scheduled generation several
days ahead.
Since the project application phase, the energy system and market has developed towards
a more liberalized system. The intra-day market, negative pricing, increased wind power
capacity and market coupling have each contributed in different ways to increased price
volatility and therefore more difficult conditions for the wind power production on market
terms. The reason is that Danish and Germany wind power generation is correlated and
Germany. The major reason why it can be expected that almost no wind power capacity will be build on land in Denmark in the comming years, is that the support scheme
for renewable energy is not competitive with Germany’s fixed price scheme. From the
latest publication on expected costs and revenue from the power exchange market for
2010 it can be shown that the support scheme is supporting investments in wind power
and other renewables than in Denmark. The German electricity regulator “Bundesnetzagetur” expects for 2010 that the German TSO’s revenue for trading renewables on the
power exchange market will only cover approx. 35% of the expected costs (12.7 billion
EUR) from the fixed price incentives covered under the renewable energy law (EEG).
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The remaining expected costs of 8.2 billion Euro will have to be paid over tarriffs by the
consumers ([1]).
Any use of the interconnectors to balance Danish wind power therefore implies a net
loss of income for Denmark compared to full energy transmission between low price and
high price areas. This may give the impression that the German demand and renewable
energy support scheme will be exploited. However, it does make most sense to built the
intermittent energy sources in larger markets with less internal transmission constraints
and higher demand. The Danish market is in that respect too small and lacks competition.
It should also be noted that so far it is not the wind that can be blamed for creating low
prices at night in German. This pattern has been there before the first wind turbine has
been built, because of the large amounts of constant nuclear power production. Wind
power generation has in fact a positive correlation with the demand. The low night prices
are hence caused by nuclear and coal based generation. Therefore, the strategy of going
away from nuclear power in Germany will lower the amount of low price hours in the
market over the next 10-15 years and hence increase the prices to a more competitive
level for wind energy and other renewables.
One of the main goals for the project has therefore been to increase the reliability of
offshore wind power in such a way that less coal has to be used to balance wind and
more offshore wind power can replace local generation. Based on the developments in
the project, we have reason to believe that this can be achieved, also with significantly
more offshore wind power and especially once the two power grids in Denmark will be
interconnected.

2.2

A new Short-term forecasting Algorithm

As mentioned in the previous section, one of the research activities that were initiated
in the course of the project was a new method for online estimation and short-term
forecasting developed to use ensemble forecasts.
The basic idea originates from a Kalman Filter technique, which has first been presented
in 1960 ([6]). This is today a widely used filtering and data assimilation technique. There
has been significant work related to the use of ensemble forecasts in the context of data
assimilation. This work on combining online estimation and short-term forecasts is the
first of it’s type.
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The theoretical work, coding and testing spawn over several years during the project.
First results with the technique was introduced in Bremen in 2009 at the “8th International Workshop on Large-Scale Integration of Wind Power into Power Systems as well
as on Transmission Networks for Offshore Wind Farms” (see [7]).
The method was developed in a few stages. The first simplified form was developed in
order to estimate future offshore sites and was equivalent to an online estimation concept.
This first version was used to conduct a simulation of a future offshore scenario that could
therefore not be verified with observations (see [8]).
The final version became an operational short-term forecasting approach called “inverted
Ensemble Kalman Filter” (iEnKF). The approach is a generalised multi-dimensional state
estimate methodology, which is capable of translating information between any kind of
variables, that can be forecasted reasonably well by an ensemble prediction system like
the MSEPS.
Unlike other state estimate approaches, the iEnKF does not use any kind of approximate
equations or implicit solvers. There is no approximate handling of measurements required.
In fact, the approach has an inherent “must trust” constraint, which means that the
solution fulfills the actual measurement state constraint. This requirement has not been
fulfilled by any previous data assimilation method for a number of reasons such as dynamic
stability requirements or too few degrees of freedom in the numerical models.
What this means is that even though the weather forecast may not capture an event in
a correct manner, the iEnKF is capable of reproducing the event through the incoming
observations and can then forecast ahead while using the combined effect of all measurements. The effect of each measurement is computed in the non-dimensional ensemble
percentile space and the time dependency is determined via the forecast covariance of the
ensemble. The principle of combining measurements in the iEnKF is shown in Figure
2.1.
The strength of the iEnKF approach is the capability of combining different types of
measurements. This is particular important in the offshore context and will become more
important in the future as offshore wind moves further away from the coast. The iEnKF
runs with a 4-hour assimilation window backwards in time to adopt information from
what ever measurements are available. In this way meteorological SYNOP data, recorded
data from wind farms and other power data can be combined to a consistent forecast.
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Figure 2.1: Principle of combining measurements with the inverted Ensemble Kalman
Filter (iEnKF) approach to produce a different target parameter in a data assimilation
and/or short-term forecasting application.
The prediction horizon for iEnKF has so far only been tested up to 12 hours. Practical
experience shows however that the iEnKF is still 20% better after 12 hours than traditional
forecasts. The more data types and the better the area coverage is, the better the iEnKF
will perform on the longer horizons.
The accuracy of the iEnKF is in fact a milestone in short-term forecasting. It has been
possible to produce forecast at horizons 1 and 2 hours with error levels that are 50% lower
than the persistence forecast error. Previous methods were all comparable or worse in
accuracy to the persistence forecast in the first few hours. The performance of iEnKF
depends of course strongly on the online data availability and the geographical spread.
After the first year of operation, an availability of 20% of the total installed capacity in
an area has been demonstrated to work well, if there is a reasonable good geographical
spread. Many of the capabilities of the iEnKF are developed specifically for the power
system state estimate and short-term forecasting. Nevertheless, the iEnKF can be applied
in many other disciplines. One example is the ocean forecasting. This is a discipline, where
the measurements are very sparse. Therefore, intelligent usage of the available data is of
significant value.
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The project demonstrates that the lack of data assimilation seems to prevent that ocean
models can be used to provide lower boundary conditions to the NWP models. It appears
like the day-ahead forecast state differs more from reality than the persistence of a largescale SST analysis. Using such a forecast as lower boundary condition has then a negative
impact on the quality of the weather forecast. This will be discussed in more detail in
Section 2.6.
By using the iEnKF on the ocean sea surface data, it will be possible to achieve a vertical
and horizontal temperature field that is in dynamic balance and thereby achieve a gain
in accuracy.

2.3

Developments of new Day-ahead Wind Power Forecasting Methodologies

Traditional day-ahead power prediction has been tested in research projects over many
years and at many different locations with different weather input. Nevertheless, it is
the first time that very different approaches were tested in offshore context with the same
meteorological input from an ensemble prediction system, here WEPROG’s Multi-Scheme
Ensemble Prediction System (MSEPS).
It has often been mentioned that the weather input determines the result and that the
translation from wind to power is a process that does not cause major differences on the
result in wind power.
IWES, DTU Informatics and WEPROG use very different approaches for the conversion
of wind to power and this can indeed also be seen on the result in the demonstration.
In total 3 different methodologies were tested in the 5-month demonstration phase. Two
of them were from DTU Informatics and one from WEPROG. IWES developed some
advanced systems to make use of the ensemble data and offshore related parameters. Unfortunately, there was not enough time left to move the most successful of the approaches
into a stage, where the model could be used by an automatic procedure and tested in the
project’s demonstration. However, it will be shown in chapter 4 that the results in the
demonstration are very similar to the results from the development periods.
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IWES’ Neural Network Approach

A wind power prediction system based on an artificial neural network (ANN) approach
using input from the 75 member Multi-Scheme Ensemble Prediction System (MSEPS)
has been developed and applied to the offshore wind farm Horns Rev.
The wind power forecasting system has in fact been developed and tested with two different approaches:
1. A Double ANN Ensemble approach In a first step, wind power forecasts for each of
the 75 ensemble members have been calculated individually with a neural network.
In a second step, all predictions from each ensemble member have been combined
using different statistical methods (e.g. averaging, linear regression and optimal
weights) and an artificial intelligence model. The structure of the approach is illustrated in Figure 2.2.
2. An ANN including offshore relevant parameters In order to further develop the
existing IWES wind power prediction system for offshore conditions, the influence
of different offshore specific parameters on the wind power were tested in order to
improve the network’s ability to correlate predictions and measurements. The most
influential parameters have then been integrated in the prediction system.
A comparison of wind power prediction accuracy between onshore and offshore wind
farms has then been carried out to assess the specific offshore wind power prediction
tools. Detailed description and results of this work can be found in ([2] and [2]). The
following sections provide a summarised description of the work and the corresponding
results.
Double ANN Ensemble approach
The first part of the development towards a double ANN ensemble approach was carried
out with onshore sites, where a number of combination approaches were set up and applied
([2]). In the second step, two of these combination approaches were applied to the offshore
wind farm Horns Rev.
The first combination used in this study was a simple averaging of the output time series
of all forecasts with weather input from the 75 ensemble members. In this method, the
averaging was done without applying any weights, i.e. all members were considered of
equal quality and hence had equal weights.
In the second combination methodology, the so-called double ANN, the best 9 members
of the MSEPS were used as input data for the first stage of the ANN model.
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Figure 2.2: The structure of the day-ahead offshore wind power forecasting model for a
double ANN ensemble approach
These 9 members had been chosen according to their long-term statistics. The wind power
forecast output of the first stage network was then combined with additional weather parameters in a second stage network. This network therefore acts as a combination scheme
to produce a final optimised forecast.
The simple averaging (Arithmetical) method yielded a day-ahead nRMSE of 17.11% and
the double-ANN method a nRMSE of 16.8% at Horns Rev. This is a significant improvement to the reference single forecast (EPS mean with wind speed and direction at 10m
height) that had a nRMSE of 22.86% for the day-ahead forecast.
Ocean relevant Parameters for Wind Power Forecasting
A correlation analysis was carried out in order to find those offshore relevant parameters
that correlated best with the wind speed in the surface layer. These parameters were
chosen as additional input variables to the neural network model.
The 5 chosen wave parameters were selected among a large list of approximately 40 available wave forecasting parameters from the output of the operational wave model (WAM)
at the European center for medium range forecasting (ECMWF).
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The following variables were chosen as offshore relevant input parameters to the “oceanparameter test model” (DA 10) :
- SWH: Significant wave height
- SHWW: Significant height of wind waves
- MP1: Mean wave period based on first moment
- MP2: Mean wave period based on second moment
- MWP: Mean wave period
These variables had been used together with the following NWP parameters:
- Wind speed in 10m, 32m and 105m
- Wind direction in 10m, 32m and 105m
- Air Pressure
- Temperature
An test with the offshore-specific wind power forecasting tool was carried in the period
from February 2005 to July 2006 with hourly NWP forecasts from the MSEPS Ensemble
system and the 5 wave parameters from the ECMWF wave model WAM. The wave
forecast models including the “water forecasts” are all based on WAM Cycle 4. The
original WAM information was in 6 hours time resolution. The data was then interpolated
to hourly forecasts in the pre-processing phase.
It was found that the use of the additional 5 forecasted wave parameters reduced the
nRMSE of the offshore-specific day-ahead wind power forecasting model from 22.86%
for the reference forecast with EPS mean wind speed at 10m to 17.99% for the “oceanparameter network” (DA 10).
Short-term Forecasting with measurements
In order to perform a sensitivity analysis, a number of 8 combinations of available meteorological and wave parameters were setup and used in an experimental short-term
forecasting model setup in the period February 2005 to June 2006. In all model setups
the NWP input was combined with actual wind power generation data and measurements
of wave height and wave period.
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The most important results from the test are summarised in Table 2.1, where the persistence is compared to the short-term forecasts with the raw forecasting models that only
used wind variables (F Craw ), with the model that used wind and wave variables (F Cwiwa )
and with one model that used both forecasted and observed data of both wind and wave
variables (F C − OBS),
It is interesting to note that the nRMSE reduced by 0.4% when using forecasted wave
parameters in comparison to only using wind variables. The model that was using measurements of both wind and wave resulted in almost 1% lower nRMSE than that which was
not using measurements. In relation to persistence this corresponds to an improvement
of 27%, and an improvement of 9% compared to the forecast without measurements.
Parameter
nRMSE [%]
∆P ers [%]
∆F Craw [%]

Persistence

F Craw

F Cwiwa

F C − OBS

14.70
0.00
-25.1

11.67
20.6
0.0

11.36
22.7
2.6

10.67
27.2
9.1

Table 2.1: Summary of the statistical results for a selected number of the models tested
in the short-term forecasting test. The forecasts were made with a forecast horizon of 2h.
Row 2 and 3 contain the improvement relative to persistence (∆P ers) and relative to the
raw forecast (∆F Craw ).
The other variations of the input data revealed that the wave parameters alone (without
wind power measurements) do not improve the results significantly. However, in combination with wind power measurements, they always added value, independent of whether
forecast data, measurement data or both data types were used. One explanation for this
could be that the wave parameters generates inertia in the system, i.e. the wave data
takes away part of the variations from the more instantaneous wind power generation
measurements.
Development Results and Discussion
The developments of combinations and usage of additional offshore relevant parameters
as input to IWES’s artificial neural network (ANN) yielded some improvements in comparison to the two reference forecasts, which were neural networks trained with an EPS
mean forecast of wind speed and direction at 10m height (DA 1) and a neural network
trained with 9 meteorological variables similar to the more advanced models described in
section 2.3.1.
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Figure 2.3: Results for nRMSE of the combination models for the reference model (DA 1),
a model with increased input variables (DA 9), a simple averaging ANN model (best9arit),
the double ANN (best92ANN) and the model including the ocean parameters (DA 10).
Figure 2.3 summarises the results from the various approaches in the test carried out
from February 2005 to June 2006.
The conclusions from the development work of IWES suggests that a two level “double
ANN ensemble model” produces most promising results. In this approach a vector of
preliminary wind power forecasts are produced first. Each vector element uses only data
from one ensemble member. In the second stage a network combines the power vector
with a few selected weather parameters and produces a final power forecast.
IWES also fed their neural network with wave forecast data, which also resulted in an
improvement compared to the reference ensemble mean approach. The neural network
based on wave forecast data could however not fully meet the accuracy of two stage ensemble network on the day-ahead horizon.
IWES’s work was unfortunately conducted with a version of the neural network software,
which was not licensed to produce an external network or list of the weight of each of the
input parameters that were tuned. The only knowledge gained is then which parameters
add value, but not how much and in what way. It is therefore difficult to draw general
conclusions from the results on the ocean parameter test.
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DTU Informatics Power Curve Models

Local polynomial regression is a non-parametric approach to model a wind farm’s power
curve by adaptively estimating the power curve model coefficients with recursive Least
Squares methods (LM). It is however known that a least square fit has problems at the
flat parts of the power curves, i.e. in reaching no production and full production.
DTU Informatics aim in this project was to develop a model with a more responsive
description of the wind-to-power conversion process. The new approach is adaptively
estimating the Horns Rev power curve by minimising with a orthogonal regression, also
sometimes referred to as Total Least Squares (OM) criterion. The orthogonal regression is
a least squares data modelling technique in which observational errors on both dependent
and independent variables are taken into account. This minimises the error not only in
the y-axis direction like the traditional least square, but also in the x-axis direction.
The reason for introducing a new least square approach was not only to be able to better forecast no generation and full generation, but also to be able to produce a better
frequency distribution and especially to be able to predict a valid probability density
function. Additionally, it was expected that the new approach would produce a more
responsive power production.
The latter has not been possible to achieve with the traditional least square model approach (LM) unless data would be explicitly screened prior to training to prevent that
mismatching power data and forecast data were used. Such a screening of wrong wind
speed forecasts would actually be possible at an offshore wind farm, because measured
wind speeds are available from multiple masts. In this way periods of poor weather forecasts could be filtered out prior to the training. The same approach is more complex on
land, because the wind speed is often not present and it is more complex to evaluate,
if the wind speed is right or wrong, because the model bias is nearly always direction
dependent.
In the following we will discuss the theoretical aspects of the methodology and its practical
implications in applying it at the offshore wind farm Horns Rev. More details about the
methodology can be found in a number of publications ([11], [12], [13]).
Background of the Orthogonal Fitting Methodology
The so-called orthogonal estimation method (OM) applied by DTU Informatics is a general purpose regression approach and can be understood as a traditional least square
regression in another coordinate system. The algorithm counts the distance orthogonal
to the actual power curve instead of vertically.
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Figure 2.4: Principle of the orthogonal fitting method (OM), where the minimisation of
errors takes place on both the x-axis and y-axis. This is different from the traditional
least squares method (LM) which accumulates errors only in the direction of the y-axis.
The standard least square regression locates the value with minimal squared distance for
a fixed wind speed. This means that all forecasted wind speeds of the same magnitude
are compared with measured power. Due to the forecast error this implies that many
different power measurement values are used to estimate one value on the power curve.
Figure 2.4 shows the principle of the methodology. In the OM approach the same calculation as in the least square is conducted orthogonal to the power curve that is not yet
known. The estimation therefore tries to position the curve in the middle of the cloud of
points (pairs of wind speed/power measurements) with the best fit.
Both the LM and OM are supposed to provide a power curve based on a certain input
data set. Normally, the power curve is direction dependent. Here, the direction was ignored. This means that all data were used to form a LM and a OM power curve valid
for a given forecast horizon. In offshore conditions, the time of the day has little effect. Thus, the power curve is valid for a given forecast horizon. Note, that in both cases
the only forecast parameter that was used to estimate the power curve was the wind speed.
The aim of both methods is to translate a wind speed to a power value. That means,
given the wind speed, the methods should provide the most accurate power value.
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In the traditional LM approach this is a best fit of a given wind speed at a given horizon.
The OM estimation process is not a direct translation of wind to power, because the OM
estimated value is a result of many different wind speeds and power generation values.
The impact of this estimation method will be described in detail below, because it is
not trivial to understand why the OM should result in a correct power response to the
forecasted wind speed.
The OM solution depends on certain constraints on how outliers are prioritised, because
the orthogonal lines to the power curve tangent cross each other and a given data pair
may have the same distance to several points along the power curve.
Therefore, not all points with wind speed of for example 1m/s are used to estimate the
power curve value at 1m/s, even though those points are also orthogonal to the power
curve at 1m/s. A given point needs therefore to be estimated together with those along
the power curve with the least distance constraint.
This in fact means that the minimum distance to the power curve has to be either found
with an implicit solution or an iterative explicit solution, because the power curve is not
yet known when the data values have to be assigned to the orthogonal lines that may
cross each other. This is a serious difficulty, because a discrepancy may then result in
power curves that are not monotonic near full generation.
The flat regimes on the power curve will result in exactly the same solution in the OM
and LM approach, if the same points have influence. This is strictly speaking unwanted,
because the aim is a more responsive power curve that is capable of reaching the lower
and upper extremes.
Power Curves for the Demonstration
In section 2.3.2 it was discussed that a potentially problematic estimation criterion has
been found for the orthogonal fitting method (OM).
This problem arose in fact for the power curves that should be used for the demonstration.
The resulting power curves from the orthogonal fitting process and training were not
monotonic. Most power curves had a maximum at 11-12 m/s and a local minimum
around 13m/s. There are published power curves of very small wind turbines with this
shape, but modern MW turbines do not peak at 11-12m/s.
The curves showed some indication of noise in the steepest part of the power curve. It
appeared like the solution was made piece wise, although DTU Informatics used a solver
for this procedure.
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Nevertheless, the power curves had to be modified slightly in order to gain monotonic and
consistent power curves for operational use. The shape of the power curves did also not
indicate that there was an exact or an implicit solution method used to find the orthogonal
power curves. This confirmed the seriousness of the orthogonal fitting problem described
above. The original power curves did not contain a cutoff, which had to be added before
using them in operation.
Although the power curves did not seem to be solved with an exact solution, the orthogonal fitting estimation is a well established statistical data fitting approach and the test
results from the 1-year period described in detail in [12] yielded reasonable and consistent
power predictions. Additionally, a journal publication on DTU Informatics approach has
been accepted ([11]), such that there was no reason to mistrust the correctness of the
power curves once the described modifications had been applied.
As described above, the modifications of the curves that had to be applied before the
demonstration could be started were mainly connected to the non-monotonic shape at
10-13m/s and the lack of cut-off wind speed. The power curves were therefore extend
to 23m/s, where the cutoff was set. A similar extension had be added to the LM power
curves. Note, that the OM power curves resulted in mostly flat lines from 14 to 23m/s. In
fact, most of the power curves only reached 95% of full generation, although the training
data also contained many hours of full load.
On the mathematical Solution for the Orthogonal fitting Method
As mentioned in the previous section 2.3.2, we assume that the mathematical solution
for the orthogonal fitting method exists. We will therefore in the following carry out a
physical analysis of the differences of the LM and OM estimation methodologies. The
details on this will later be used to explain the results from the demonstration period (see
Chapter 4).
For this purpose, let us focus on the part of the OM power curve around 5-6m/s and
explain which points and what kind of weather that may get influence on the estimation
at the different parts of the power curve. We acknowledge that we cannot look isolated
on a narrow part of the estimation, but this analysis is required to explain the OM results
versus the LM results. A specific region of the curve is estimated with a mixture of:
1. wind speed forecasts with low values, where the power generation was higher
2. good matches between wind speed and wind power generation
3. wind speed forecasts with high values, where the power generation was low
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This means the resulting curve will be located in between extreme outliers for the points
in class 2 above. The approach is equivalent to an assumption that does not distinguish
between the likelihood of an error on the weather forecasts and the power measurements,
i.e. the likelihood of either of the two being wrong is equally high.
The differences between LM and OM are therefore best explained with an analysis on
how the two approaches deal with outliers in the estimation process.
Orthogonal fitting in the lower wind regime
Consider an event of high power generation while the forecasted wind speed is very low.
This event could occur, if a low pressure center is located over the wind farm in the model,
while it would be slightly further north in reality such that the wind is relatively strong at
the wind farm. We select such an event, because this is the most likely cause of a major
forecast error of type 1, where the predicted wind speed is far too low.
Stationary highs and other types of calm weather can hardly cause such an error pattern
at Horns Rev, because highs extend over a larger area and have softer horizontal wind
speed gradients near their center. A small scale low pressure system close to the wind
farm is therefore expected to cause nearly all extreme outliers of this type (class 1).
The intuitively correct approach in this case would be to discard the event from the training. In the wind power prediction tool (WPPT) of DTU Informatics this is not done
for the LM approach, because the algorithm has to be able to take account for this kind
of noise. In fact, it is assumed that this type of noise can potentially take place at any
time. Thus, the LM method tries to account for the weather forecast uncertainty from
the past and not the uncertainty that is valid at the moment. A forecast generated from
all ensemble members would show physically correct uncertainty at any time, if the power
curve estimation would ignore outliers. If this is not done, the predictions from these
power curves become under-dispersive.
Although the OM was supposed to make the power predictions from ensemble forecasts
less under-dispersive, the fundamental problem of the acceptance of wrong wind speed
values is also present in this approach. And even more so, because of the serious problem,
when orthogonal lines cross each other. No weather forecast can perform sustained correct
on a particular location on the day-ahead horizons and there is always a risk for a phase
error of 10km or more. From a physical perspective there is for this reason no alternative
than to apply a data filter in the power curve estimation process, if a physically correct
and responsive power curves is the target.
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Applying this example event to the LM would mean to include the assumption that there
is always some likelihood of strong wind close by, if the wind is weak. To take account for
that, the power curve would have to be adjusted for these cases with the relative number
of high power events that occurred in the low wind speed bin in the training.
The OM tries to compensate the error by leveling out the error together with pairs of wind
speeds and power with opposite error. These are class 3 events of most likely lower actual
power generation and high wind speed values. In a way this is very clever to compensate
for the error with complementary error, but it is two very different physical conditions.
The points at the power curve with low wind speed will be outliers and increase the steepness of the power curve more than it should in the lower regimes. If the algorithm should
produce physically correct results, it would actually be required, that there is a similar
amount of outliers with too high wind speeds that compensates for the wind speed in the
lower range.
Let us therefore consider, whether it is equally likely that there exists a point on the
opposite side of the power curve to compensate for those points that had too weak wind.
These points may be caused by strong turbulence and wake effects, operational issues on
the turbines or a forecast error of opposite sign as the event mentioned above. At first
glance this would suggest that there are more events causing lower generation than higher
generation, because these events are independent and can therefore occur more often.
In the project we used a data set, where a quality control had been applied and turbine
availability had been taken into account. Thus, all operational issues were eliminated. In
that case extreme events of type 3 are not likely, because they require that the forecast
should have the low pressure system north of the Horns Rev wind farm, while the real
position of the low should be on the spot of the wind farm. However the low cover a
small area compared to the area around the low pressure system with high wind speed.
The probability of class 3 extreme errors is there for low for a data set where operational
issues are removed.
The power curve will therefore over tend to over predict in the range 3-7 m/s and probably
under predict in the range 0-3m/s, because the curve does not take account for enough
class 1 events at 0-3m/s.
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The conclusion is then that the OM estimation may not achieve a physically consistent
symmetry in the estimation process, which would in this context have impact on the
power curve up to 50% of full capacity.
Orthogonal fitting in strong Wind
The density of points on each side of the power curve between 80-95% of peak generation is
skew. There will always be many points with 50-95% generation at higher forecasted wind
speeds, because strong wind implies larger forecast errors of the wind speed. Such errors
are typically phase errors, because the weather systems move fast when the wind is strong.
Usually, there exist no trusted data values significantly above rated capacity at 7-9m/s,
which would be the required to compensate the more frequent class 3 errors (see previous
section). The net result is then that the power curve should follow a too soft transition
into the flat regime. However, the OM algorithm is poor to estimate the wind speed at
which full generation begins. This has to do with the algorithm tends to use the class 3
points with 70-95% generation in the estimation of the power curve from 80-100%. Then
those values are not available for the first few m/s after full generation has been reached,
hence the power curve stays at 100%. As we step up in wind speed more and more class
3 pairs have impact and the power curve will take them into account and may produce a
local minimum.
There is no reason to believe that a wind farm power curve should have a local minimum
between 12 and 20m/s and a very narrow full generation wind speed band. It is therefore
expected that the OM algorithm requires adjustment to take account for this asymmetry
to prevent that the result is under-dispersive even in the flat ranges of the power curve.
Analysis of power uncertainty versus wind uncertainty
One of the fundamental differences of the orthogonal fitting method (OM) versus the
traditional least square minimisation (LM) is the ability to assume and allow for errors
on wind speed and wind power.
The estimation process bundles good and bad data pairs together like the LM does.
The difference is that the LM leaves bad influence on the wind speed where it is reported,
while the OM tends to choose outliers at other wind speeds than the LM, because it assumes that an outlier contains an error on both power and wind speed. This is a somewhat
critical assumption, because large uncertainties on the power generation measurements
are rare compared to large errors on the forecasted wind speed.
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Let us therefore analyse how much power measurement uncertainty and wind speed uncertainty we have to account for in the context of power curve estimation. It is known
from experience that the RMSE error at an individual windy site will never be under
2m/s for the wind speed (see e.g. statistics from the Havneby test in Section 4.1 or from
the wave study in Section 2.5.3). A RMSE error of 2m/s implies frequent events above
4m/s error. An error of 2-4 m/s can essentially lead to an error of up to 50% in the power
generation along the steep part of the power curve. It is on the other hand unlikely that
the power measurement may reach this error level.
In this respect we are of course not considering events, where a turbine has reported
operational problems. Such events should be taken out of a wind farm training anyway,
because it is rare that a turbine experiences a fault between the forecast generation and
the end of the forecast horizon.
A wind farm forecast should be based on full availability, while generation of power curves
for dispersed power should have an average unavailability.
Operational issues on wind farm level can be dealt with as an adjustment process to the
final forecast based on the actual available capacity. In offshore wind power context we
can therefore count on that there will be management tools on the wind farm level in the
future, which may report the availability status even online.
Uncertainty of the power generation is therefore limited to the uncertainty in the power
generation for a given forecast wind speed. This means in fact that we need to study how
the mean wind speed at a fixed height above ground can cause different levels of power
generation.
Such effects can be:
- strong wind shear
- misalignment of blades in the wind direction
- abnormal air density
- gusty winds
- ice up on the blades
These are effects that a physical power prediction approach may utilize as an adjustment
to the power generation in average conditions. A statistical approach like the one used
in LM/OM does not do any attempt to explicitly model such secondary effects. For this
reason, the idea behind the OM approach to model this kind of uncertainty on the power
generation is useful.
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The above mentioned factors may lead to an increase or a reduction of the power generation of maybe 10% of the installed capacity in the extreme case. This is difficult to verify,
but may be possible from intensive studies using mast data at an individual wind farm.
In any case the power uncertainty is much less than the wind speed uncertainty, which
may reach 50% of the capacity.
Concluding remarks on the Orthogonal fitting Method
The conclusion from the above analysis of the orthogonal fitting method is that the OM
approach lacks an adjustment to the classical orthogonal fitting method when it is used for
power curve estimation to prevent the resulting power predictions to be under-dispersive.
The lesson learned is that “wrong” weather forecasts should not have influence on the
power curves, if the target is power curves for ensemble forecasts. What that means is that
the required smoothing of the forecast values to represent forecast uncertainty should not
be the task of the power curve estimation process but rather be automatically generated
from the different ensemble member’s weather input. The power curve training hence
should focus on the weather input from the individual ensemble members. Data screening
is one approach to generate more responsive power curves, but it is also possible to use a
frequency based estimation method. In fact, there is skewness in the real uncertainty of
wind power and wind speed forecasts. Therefore, it is physically inconsistent to assume
that the cause of an extreme outlier is partly due to power uncertainty. All major outliers
are weather forecast generated and the longer the forecast horizon, the more dominant
the forecasted wind speed error.
It was found that the OM approach is most problematic in the transition areas of the
power curve where the 2nd order derivative is non-zero and in the flat ranges of the
power curve. These are the ranges, where the power curve makes the least error, but the
consistency in the estimation remains questionable. It is also worthwhile noting that the
training of the approaches were performed direction independent and that the ensemble
mean as the only weather parameter. This was justified by DTU Informatics by the
almost squared shape of the wind farm and the homogeneous surface conditions without
land in a circle with 25km radius.
The above analysis suggests that it is likely that a sufficiently long historical data set
of wind speed, wind power and the use of the entire set of ensemble weather forecasts
from the MSEPS may allow for more accurate power curves in weak and strong wind.
Unfortunately, this was not realised for the demonstration period and hence is mentioned
here as a recommendation for future offshore wind power prediction applications.
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WEPROG’s Power Prediction Approach

WEPROG’s wind power prediction approach is built probabilistic and is in operating
feeding long term forecasts into WEPROG’s inverted Ensemble Kalman Filter technique
(see section 2.2). Such forecasts are generated with the TDI (Time Dependent and dIrection dependent) approach, which was applied for the power prediction demonstration in
this project.
The TDI approach results in a very smooth forecast, which is easy to balance. The
forecast is targeted to avoid anti-correlation with the actual generation and minimises the
the mean absolute error (MAE). The approach is also targeted for high numerical and
storage efficiency.
The TDI approach can be summarised in the following steps:
1. Translation from momentum to reference wind power based on a standard power
curve applied to each ensemble member
2. Calculation of wind speed dependent bias adjustments for each ensemble member for
NxM weather classes (N=8 directions, M=2 stability regimes) (training only)
3. Calculation of weight coefficients through an error statistics in each weather class.
(training only)
4. Calibration of forecasts for each ensemble member using an interpolation in 3D space
(wind speed/wind direction/stability)
5. Calculation of weight coefficients for each ensemble member by interpolation in 2D
space (direction and stability)
6. Summation of calibrated power with weight coefficients for each ensemble member
This estimation approach is similar to a traditional least square estimation, but based
on reference wind power instead of wind speed. The reference power is essentially the
momentum of the air converted to normalised wind power or load factor. The direct
conversion from momentum to reference power is an efficient way of store many variables
from the ensemble members. A vector of power measurements can be truncated to a
low precision without loss of accuracy compared to the storage as a wind speed vector.
Conversion to reference power exploits that the flat ranges of the power curve need less
data precision.
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The approach has been designed to produce a vertical integral of the power generation in
the lower 130m of the PBL. This is done by using four wind speeds from every ensemble
member. Thus, the vector of reference power contains 304 values from the 75 ensemble
members and the ensemble mean. The vertical weight coefficients are then estimated in
step 3. Large turbines with rotor diameters of 100m will then automatically be weighted
with the best possible vertical integral. The integral is direction dependent to allow
for wake effects and any kind of direction dependency that could occur as a result of a
shadowing effect, a forecast bias, wind farm construction or design issue.
The purpose of this power prediction is to create a good approximation of the probability
density function for the ensemble without spending all resource to reach the last bit of
ensemble spread.
The strategy behind this approach is to make a reliable forecast that is using the most
important information from each ensemble member and to avoid using variables that are
more uncertain from the individual members. Examples of more uncertain variables with
secondary impact on the power forecast are wind direction and static stability.
Use of common variables from the ensemble mean is restricted to the computation of
weight coefficients. The calibrated power from each member is entirely based on the
individual ensemble member’s reference power forecast and the historical error during the
training period for this particular member.
In this way the approach is not smoothing the forecast of of the individual ensemble
members with influence from all other members even though the EPS mean is used to
calculate the bias correction that applies in the current weather class and wind speed.
The result is a very good approximation to the true probability from the ensemble even
though the forecast data is condensed into a vector of reference power ensemble values.
Figure 2.3.3 shows the conceptual structure of the forecasting technique. However, the
approach can potentially suppress uncertainty in very extreme weather. An example is
an abrupt change in the wind direction, which would cause misalignment’s of the blades
for a while.
The approach suppresses ramps caused by fronts in such cases. The drawback is rather
little, if we consider hourly power generation as the target, because wind turbine manufacturers are likely to put significant effort into keeping larger turbines correctly aligned
with the wind direction. Since the wind direction changes 5-10 degrees many times during
one hour, a misalignment would imply a generation loss, which would be against the interest of the owner/investor. The turbine efficiency is therefore likely to be an important
competition parameter.
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Figure 2.5: Conceptual structure of the WEPROG wind power forecasting methodology
The responsiveness of the power curves can be controlled via an interactive calibration,
where the weight of outliers is reduced with each iteration. The weight of each forecast/measurement pair is a result of the mixture of the entire historic data set for the
ensemble member and the forecast probability in this hour.
The iterative power curve generation results in a more responsive power curve and therefore also in more realistic probabilistic power and ramp rate forecast. The responsive
forecast is also a benefit in the iEnKF short-term forecasting, because the increased ensemble spread reduces the risk that the measured value is not covered by the ensemble
spread and consequently not correctly understood by the iEnKF algorithm.
The weakness of the TDI approach is low accuracy below the cut-in wind speed, because
of the use of reference power rather than wind speed. Special attention is required to forecast no wind power generation, because the least square calibration produces the same
kind fictive low wind speed power generation as the LM method tends to do from wind
to power. However, the ensemble mean wind speed is a very robust control variable to
base low power generation values upon. Therefore it is technically easy to eliminate the
background generation at low wind speeds.
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The TDI forecast method is a sufficiently flexible partially physical and partially statistical
approach, because it can be tuned to produce more responsive power output if required.
It is numerically efficient and is able to find an optimal combination of the different
ensemble members. The method is comprehensive, because the weather forecasts are
converted into normalised power and from there it is possible to truncate the data to a
lower precision without compromising accuracy. In this way, it is technically possible to
handle a full 75 member ensemble with relatively moderate computational effort compared
to a deterministic model system. The approach is easy to maintain, because the reference
power curve provides sufficiently accurate power forecasts for a new wind farm without
historic power data.
Experience also shows that the calibration converges relative fast, because there is no
need to build up a complete power curve from scratch, but only apply corrections where
it is required. The algorithm is therefore not sensitive to sparse data due to an infrequent
wind direction.
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Variability Study and spectral Verification

The Offshore wind Variability study was initiated, because the concentration of offshore
wind capacity will increase considerably with time, if significantly larger turbines will be
developed for offshore conditions. It is likely that the capacity per area unit can more
than double with time as the rotor diameter increases. Although the size of the wind
farms may not exceed 400MW variability of 200-300MW within 15 minutes would be
inconvenient in the operation of the energy system.
The variability study is focused on wind speed only in order to:
- capture all variability
- eliminate that wind farm related noise may have impact on the analysis
- avoid any statistical translation from wind speed to power
The term variability has been chosen to express that essentially all time scales may be
included in this study.

2.4.1

Operational Impact of Variability

From a power system perspective it is the wind speed variability in the steep part of
the power curve, which is most inconvenient. Timescales between 10 and 20 minutes are
most critical, because it is very difficult to decide what kind of reserve should be used as
balancing power unless the period and amplitude is known. Without a variability forecast
would only know the amplitude and the time scale after the peak. However, security has
by default highest priority. Thus, the operator will interpret any variability as something
that has a long time scale and a sufficiently large amplitude to allocate reserve. This
means that balancing power is bought, but is maybe not used, if the amplitude is low and
the event is short.

2.4.2

Basic Variability Forecasting Methodology

The fundamental idea behind variability forecasting is to forecast which time scale and
what amplitude are expected in regions with high wind power capacity and variable
production. It would be very convenient, if a high resolution model could forecast all
time scales of interest and the variability forecast could be used to objectively decide
upon reserve allocation or not.
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The number of variability events is increasing with the number of large wind farms.
However, dispersed wind power is not problematic with respect to variability, because a
maximum in the wind speed at one location is mostly compensated by a minimum at
another location.
The variability forecasting discipline is therefore only relevant in connection with large
wind farms, for example the offshore wind farms in the Danish energy system.
The variability study in this project has been conducted as a two step process without
any a priori knowledge about what the cause of the variability is. In fact, the cause of
variability have not got much attention in wind energy research in recent years.
The first step was therefore to generate ensemble forecast time series of each ensemble
member at Horns Rev for a number of weather parameters. In the second step a HilbertHuang transformation was used to find the amplitude of different time scales. The reason
for using the Hilbert-Huang approach is that the nature of the problem is non-stationary.
A Fourier analysis is working fine, if all frequencies are permanently present in the data.
It is unlikely that local wind speed data can be transformed into a coordinate system
where the variability would appear stationary, because the energy source changes as the
weather is moving over the site. The Hilbert Huang approach will on the other hand
detect the amplitude as a function of time of the different time scales and is therefore
more suitable for our purpose.
The forecasts and the Hilbert Huang analysis was conducted in three iterations in order
to gradually improve the approach. There was only a theoretical expectation, but no
profound knowledge before the first stage of what this study would lead to. As the work
progressed, it was possible to see that the approach made sense and also where there
was need of improvements. At the end of the project it was decided to continued the
work in the German offshore wind power project RAVE in order to further deepen the
understanding of the subject and to progress from the current results.
The following sections are further summarising the study on variability in this project.
Details of the Hilbert-Huang approach can be found in [17], [18], [19] and [15]. Further
developments on the ensemble empirical mode decomposition can be found in [9].

2.4.3

Sources of Variability

The Hilbert-Huang decomposition is a pure mathematical methodology designed to represent a non-stationary data set in terms of Intrinsic Mode Functions with variable amplitude of the different frequencies (see e.g. [15], [18]).
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This mathematical approach was chosen although there was a high likelihood of strong
convection to be the main causer of variability in the wind speed, but there may be
other variability sources which the non-linear model can simulate either explicit or via
parameterization.
Such examples could be barotropic, baroclinic or symmetric instability. Common for these
is that a small perturbation of an air parcel or a wave increases the instability, because
the air parcel or wave becomes unstable by the perturbation into the new environment.
Such instabilities may not immediately cause convection but variability in the wind speed.
Additionally, there are also Planetary Boundary Layer (PBL) eddies to consider.
The understanding of the combination of eddy and mean flow of energy is crucial in the
NWP variability context. Although the model is the best tool we have, there are limits
in its usage. Approximations in the equations and their solution method may impact on
the accuracy and what is considered the mean and eddy energy.
We need to look at the model as a box operating on large cells, where the mean values in
those cells are relatively well defined, whereas all deviations are scalar integrals of eddies
in each cell. There is little tradition of utilising such integrals for any practical usage.
They act presently only as buffers for noise and sub-grid scale energy, which is not immediately dissipated. These buffers increase the numerical stability and cause that the
energy is not instantly disappearing from a cell with high friction.
It order to be able to utilize NWP data in a Hilbert-Huang decomposition it is instructive
to define basic classes of motion.
1. Changes in the mean flow due to advection
2. Changes due to non friction related eddies
3. Sudden vertical motion
4. Eddies related to friction
Class 1 and 2 are moderately slow processes while class 3 represent sudden effects mostly
due to non-PBL processes such as convection.
An NWP should ideally be reasonably good at predicting class 1 and 3, but the class 2
represent secondary processes not simulated very well by NWP models.
Class 4 correspond to the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) integral in NWP context. These
eddies are small and fast over sea with moderate amplitude due to the short and homogenous roughness length of the sea surface.
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Although this class is formally present as a bulk energy integral of all time scales due to
friction, this quantity has not been considered in the Hilbert-Huang study. The Intriction
Mode Functions amplitude of most short times scales should match the TKE field, but
this has not been studied.
Eddies in class 2 cover over time scales, which cannot be due to friction. Typical time
scales could be 10-30 minutes and they could propagate as moderately slow internal gravity
waves in the stable PBL. They may be triggered by sudden vertical motion caused by
some kind of meso or synoptic scale weather, which has generated a sudden disturbance
somewhere.
Essentially class 3 events can trigger class 2 waves non-local. The likelihood of identifying
a class 3 event is therefore much reduced compared to a class 2 event. The class 2 eddies
can therefore be regarded as direct effects of non-local external disturbances and are
therefore of lower amplitude.
A high resolution NWP will try to simulate the eddy propagation on the mean flow
if the disturbance was sudden and significant on the grid scale. The correctness of this
propagation is however questionable, because the shortest waves are retarded by the finite
number of grid points used to simulate such waves. The implicit solutions of the linearised
divergence terms may additionally retard the wave.
Fact is that class 2 is very poorly simulated and the question is the model dampening of
this class is serious. It is non-trivial to identify class 2 events and difficult to simulate
them. Because they are indirect waves, they may not be too important anyway.
Although class 1, 3 and 4 should be simulated by high resolution ensemble members, we
can expect major differences in the model configurations skills on their ability to simulate
such phenomena.
From a theoretical perspective we must expect to see variability on different time scales
of class 2 dominate the amplitude, because those eddies propagate in all directions in the
stable PBL unlike the other classes.

2.4.4

Comparison of NWP forecasts and Mast measurements

The long-term scope of variability forecasting is to use the approach on wind farm level. At
this stage, the comparison is done between a grid point average and point measurements
from a mast. However, the horizontal integral over a grid point and interpolation between
such averages have similarities with aggregating power generation over a wind farm. The
eddies that are virtually present in the weather forecast as a turbulent kinetic energy field
would in reality have to be added as additional variability to the grid scale data.
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A grid point size of 5km was chosen for this study. In this way, one grid point corresponded
to the approximate area covered by the Horns Rev wind farm. The same model system
could therefore be used in a future forecasting system for offshore wind farms.
The verification between the mast data and the forecast will therefore give a reasonable
good impression of the ability to forecast high frequent variability compared to what a
validation on a full wind farm would show if the validation can ignore the shortest and
smallest time scales comparable to the wind farm size.
Before interpreting results it should be noted that the Hilbert-Huang approach tends to
count the variability on the slowest possible time scale, which means that energy on higher
frequencies may cause the amplitude of a lower frequency to be overestimated.
This means that any verification between two time series containing different time scales
will indicate that the time series without fast waves under-represent the variability more
or less on any scale.
This is confusing when evaluating results, but not serious in comparison of two different
model results with approximately the same time scales even if the independent time series
used as the reference has more small scale variability.
However, the misrepresentation strictly speaking means that conclusions cannot be drawn
on the absolute accuracy of forecasts against measurements unless the measurements are
filtered to approximately the same time scale as the forecasts have.

2.4.5

Description of the Variability Study

The Hilbert Huang transform is a two step process for frequency-time analysis of nonstationary time series. In its original form ([5]), the time series was first decomposed into
a set of components (called Intrinsic Mode Functions or IMF) using an empirical sifting
technique, and then each component was transformed using the Hilbert Transform to find
its instantaneous frequencies and amplitudes.
The Hilbert Huang study took place in four stages with three different ensemble forecast
data set. The approach can be regarded as iterative, because there was no prior experience
and it was difficult to guess the outcome and foresee any problems. The next sections
describe what was done and the lessons from each stage.
Hourly Operational Forecasts
Historical forecast data for the Horns Rev wind farm was used in the first part of the
study to learn, whether the results of the approach make sense.
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This data set was limited by resolution in time and space. The data set was in hourly
time resolution and the data values were interpolated between grid point averages in a
0.45 × 0.45 deg. grid. The effective spatial resolution was therefore relatively moderate.
The forecast horizon was also limited by only 48 hourly data points per forecast.
The Hilbert-Huang needs at least 4 points to resolve frequencies, due to the derivative in
the Hilbert Transform. Thus, the test was limited to study variability in the range 5-12
hours.
However, the variability on a time scale of 5 hours can hardly be referred to as variability.
The amplitude of the 5-hour time scale should essentially be predictable, but there is a
high likelihood of a phase error, if the amplitude of the shortest time scale is high. The
phase error will therefore contribute relatively strong to the RMSE.
Nevertheless, the result of the experiment led to an interesting conclusion regarding which
ensemble members were good in forecasting variability compared to traditional RMSE
verification. The overall picture was that the ensemble members with the better RMSE
score did not score well on variability and vice versa. Out of the 75 ensemble members
there were of course also exceptions and there was also members with a poor score on
both. This result is strong indication of that forecasts may be regarded as poor, because
they are more often hit by double punishment in variable weather. The more dampened
forecast in variable weather is less hit by double punishment.
The verification was conducted on a relatively short period in 2004. The statistical results
may therefore not be significant to draw conclusions on particular ensemble members
except that the ensemble members with Semi-Lagrangian dynamics were among the better
on the traditional RMSE verification and less good on the variability score. This pattern
is related to that those members have an inherent damping from the interpolation to the
departure points in each time step. Some of the variability generated by the physical
parameterisation is spread over several grid points. This smoothing is a drawback for the
forecasting of variability. There was also sensitivity to the formulation of the convection
schemes. However, here it was difficult to see a pattern. This finding is still worth was
something, because it confirms that convection is correlated with variable weather. This
is not a new finding, but should be taken as a strong indication that the approach is
working technically correct for the purpose of verification.
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High Resolution Forecasts

In the next stage it was decided to increase the spatial resolution to approximately 5km
and the time resolution to a near-native model resolution. This is ensemble member
dependent.
Therefore, it was decided to interpolate to a common time step of 5 minutes, because it
is expected that the native model time resolution data contains noise that is related to
the solution method of the equations rather than the actual weather. An example of such
noise is a two grid wave evolving from a Leapfrog time scheme.
This experiment comprised four 24-hour forecasts with 75 ensemble members in one winter
and one summer month in 2004. The shorter horizon of 24 hours was chosen, because
the overall scope was to create a data set targeted to highest possible accuracy. The
forecasts were therefore not perturbed more than what is standard. This means the
smaller scales are taken from the first guess and the larger scales from the analysis. The
lateral boundaries were taken from 0.45 deg resolution forecasts in one hourly resolution.
The Hilbert Huang analysis was conducted in parts on the individual forecasts, but the
main objective was to make a consistent one month data set for comparison with the
monthly measurement time series. The merging process of the individual forecasts resulted
in 6-hourly jumps in the data. It was found that that these jumps turned up as a fictive
increased amplitude on the 6-hourly time scale and possibly also on others. The results
otherwise showed consistency and confirmed that the approach worked. In order to take
hand about these jumps in the data set, a new ensemble forecast set was therefore required.

2.4.7

A 1-year High Resolution Experiment

The focus on the next stage was to make consistent one year data set of forecasts without
the 6-hourly jumps from the analysis incrementation. The forecast setup was therefore
adapted to run in a hindcast equivalent mode with highest possible accuracy on the
lateral boundaries via a 1-hourly lateral boundary relaxation with 1-6 hour forecasts.
The ensemble forecasts are in this way only disturbed and forced by the lateral boundary
relaxation, which is however a smooth process. All internal variability is then a result of
the specific ensemble members interaction with the large-scale boundary forcing.
The model area was chosen to be 400x400km with an outer boundary relaxation zone of
40km. The choice of model area was a compromise between more degrees of freedom and
additional variability versus more accuracy and less degree of model freedom.
By running the setup in a hind cast equivalent mode it is not possible to define an effective
forecast horizon of a given hour.
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The air parcels in the PBL would stay within the model domain for many hours while
upper air parcels may propagate through the model domain in as little as 4 hours, if a
strong January jet stream would be located within the model domain. On the other hand,
in very calm conditions without any large-scale pressure gradients it would be possible
that air parcels move slowly around during a week. The model is in that case almost a
closed system.
The specific choice of setup is therefore likely to suppress variability in winter and to loose
accuracy in summer. On the other hand, it can be expected that the winter will have
higher accuracy and the summer good variability conditions.
It was difficult to interpret the results from this setup, because the model state is indirectly influenced by an analysis, but without knowing how much influence there is relative
to a normal forecast. If the most important horizon for the variability is 4-10 hours, then
the similarity of the forecast setup is extremely close to a setup, which would be used in
real-time for variability forecasting. In the variability forecast context, it would indeed
be most suitable to use a small model area combined with accurate lateral boundaries,
where it is most important to avoid dynamical imbalances.
Using Hilbert-Huang transforms of the continuous time series, the amplitude of the wind
speed fluctuations was verified for the time scales 24min-3hr, 24min-2hr, 1-2hr, 2-4hr, 48hr and 3-10hr. Time series of total variability on each of these time scales were computed
for each of the 75 ensemble members, and compared with the analogous time series of
total variability from measurements, such that error statistics for each of the 6 time scales
could be calculated. Plots of skill in forecasting variability against skill in forecasting mean
wind speed for the 75 ensemble members and the six different time scales are shown in
Figure 2.4.7. The points in the scatter plot are colour coded according to the 5 different
diffusion schemes in the MSEPS ensemble. It is seen that certain ensemble members
had different strengths and weakness with regard to their relative skill in forecasting the
mean wind, and in forecasting wind variability. In particular, there was a tendency for
ensemble members with similar diffusion schemes to achieve similar scores with regard
to variability and mean wind forecasts. Similar patterns were found for the dynamical
schemes and condensation schemes.
The plots in Figure 2.4.7 also show that for time scales shorter than about 3 hours, the
ensemble members that performed well with regard to the mean wind tended to perform
poorly with regard to the variability. This is because on these time scales, if an ensemble
member does successfully capture fluctuations in the wind speed then it is likely to be
out of phase, and will thus degenerate the overall performance of the model.
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Figure 2.6: Scatterplot of wind and variability RMSE error for the 75 MSEPS ensemble
members, sorted after vertical diffusion schemes, on 6 different time scales.
For time scales longer than about three hours, the skill in forecasting the mean wind tends
to be correlated with the skill in forecasting the variability, because phase becomes an
increasingly predictable aspect of the wind fluctuations. More details of this work can be
found in [17].
The key results of this work were that the accuracy of the model variance increased with
increasing time-scale, and that ensemble members had different strengths and weakness
with regard to their relative skill in forecasting mean wind, and in forecasting wind variability.
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In particular, for time scales shorter than about 3 hours, the ensemble members that
performed well with regard to the mean wind tended to perform poorly with regard to
the variability. There was a tendency for ensemble members with similar dynamical and
numerical formulations to achieve similar scores with regard to variability and mean wind
forecasts.

2.4.8

A modified Hilbert Huang EMD approach

In the last attempt during the project, a modified Hilbert-Huang approach was tested.
This method should prevent that energy on the highest time scales are mixed in on lower
time scales.
Misrepresentation on energy should be small, if the energy spectrum of the compared
data contains the same frequencies and the time series are sufficiently long.
A newer approach of the Hilbert-Huang Transform referred to as Ensemble Empirical
Mode Decomposition (EEMD) elaborates on this problem compared to the previous Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) approach (see [9] and [20] for details). The approach
does not use ensemble forecast data, but generates essentially a mini ensemble of HilbertHuang decompositions and uses the average of these. The mini ensemble differ due to
random noise and prevent in this way that a certain peaks by chance will show up on the
same invalid frequency after averaging.
Conceptually, the original Hilbert-Huang decomposition technique (EMD) and the EEMD
are shown in Figure 2.7.
The EEMD decomposition has been applied to a 3 week period in January 2004 using
one 24 hour forecast per day. The period had an astonishing high number of measured
events (50) in the 24-120 minute time scale.

2.4.9

Application of an Ensemble Emitrical Mode Decomposition Approach

The EEMD approach has been developed to prevent mode mixing, but the amount of
events in January 2004 call for further analysis of the approach rather than the forecasts.
It realistic to observe this amount of waves on the 5-15 minute time scale, but it is not
realistic to observe 50 different significant at a time scale 24 to 120 minutes. This would
correspond to 50 meso-scale weather systems in 20 days at one location. This is probably
5 times too many events. Thus, we have reason to suspect that the events are physically
present on a shorter time scale and most of them would not be significant.
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Figure 2.7: Conceptional demonstration of the Hilbert-Huang and ensemble empirical
mode decomposition approaches.
To verify this, it was decided to conduct an extreme test of the algorithm to verify
whether the algorithm misrepresents energy. The test was conducted by inserting a wave
from 6m/s to 20m/s and back to 6m/s within 24 minutes. Unfortunately, this extreme
test revealed a significant amplitude in a number of IMFs. This means that the approach
mixes up modes and that the amplitudes cannot be trusted. The conclusion from this
test can be summarized to:
1. EEMD is likely to repressent variability detected on the 24 minute time scale from 4
measurement values in 6 minute resolution on a number of IMFs
2. The number of events of the shorttest time scale is highest because there are twice as
many independent 24 minute intervals as 48 minutes intervals
3. The reference time series should be filtered to the shorted time scales of interest for
clarity, which is 24 minutes in this study
4. A time smoothing over 24 minutes has an equivalent effect to the smoothing of the
model data over grid points
5. The IMFs are not giving a good indication of typical variability of the atmosphere
seen at a point, which is often not a wave, but a temporal disturbance moving with
mean flow or an upper level front
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We can therefore conclude that the understanding of the physical nature of each event
is not enhanced by EEMD. Single extremes detected during 6-12 minutes will show up
as events on other time scales. We believe this is because the IMFs do not match the
observed pattern very well. This leaves amplitude to be represented on other time scales.
The counting of events is therefore not giving the right picture on any time scale.
There is no doubt that the 6-12 minute time scale of the forecast is too smooth, because
the model produce a grid square mean variable. The easy but expensive solution is further
increase the spatial resolution.
A direct comparison of forecasts and measurements with EEMD will therefore give the
impression of a lack of variability of any time scale. However this analysis indicates that
some of the error is due to a combination of mode mixing of EEMD and a lack of amplitude
of the forecasts on the 24 minute wave.
There is clearly need to have a more selective verification of the events, because 50 events
in 20 days is obviously daily life events. If there would be 2.5 events per day, then the
required reserve could equally well be allocated permanently, because any forecasting
system would have some hits and misses at certain times of the day.
Severe atmospheric variability is generated either by meso scale weather in the lower troposphere or by fast upper level fronts with a narrow band of strong convection. Both
disturbances move very fast, may not appear as a wave and will therefore be misrepressented unless more focus is given to finding suitable IMFs matching the fastest scales
correct. Neither EMD nor EEMD will therefore provide very useful information in their
present form.
It appears that the approach have been develop with emphasis on finding the longest time
scales and therefore it is not surpricing that the shortest time scales are misrepresented.
This is common for idea of spectral analysis, because the smaller scales may rather contain
noise than important physical information.

2.4.10

Results of the EEMD Test

Another test was conducted for February and March using the 1-year data set described
in Section 2.4.7. This test confirmed the result found in the January data on the low
variability on the smaller scales which shown demonstrated in Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9.
Figure 2.8 shows the number of times that a significant peak is observed in the oscillations
of the observed and forecasted intrinsic mode functions (IMF). For example, on the time
scale of 24-180 minutes, significant peaks in the spectra of the observed IMF are seen in
48 times, while there were only found 12 out of the 20 days in the forecasted IMF.
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Figure 2.8: The number of times dominant frequencies with the time scale 1-6 occurred
in the observations (blue bar) and the mean number of times the same scale showed up
in the ensemble members (brown bar).
Each forecast has 8 IMF and can therefore have more than one significant peak within a
the same time interval. Figure 2.8 also shows there were significant fluctuations in the
observed time series in many of the 24 hour forecast periods that were not captured by
the model.
If the forecast IMF did have a spectral peak in the right place, this analysis only shows
that the fluctuations exist at some time within the 24 hour period. It does not assess
the timing of the fluctuations. Although not shown here, some members of the MSEPS
captured the shorter oscillations more frequent which supports the findings from Vincent
et al. ([18]).
Figure 2.9 shows the average amplitude for each of the first 9 IMF’s for the observations
and two ensemble members. It can be seen that for the time scales shorter than 3 hours
(IMF 1 to 5), the forecasted mean amplitudes are much lower than the observed amplitudes. For the time scales 7 and 18 hours (IMF 6 and 7), the amplitudes of the forecasts
start to improve, and for time scales 40 and 80 hours (IMF’s 8 and 9), the forecast amplitudes are reasonably correct.
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However, it is difficult to estimate how the result should be interpreted in wind power
context for an offshore wind farm or the power system from this study.
To get meaningful and reliable results, there is a need to:
- Look at a sufficient long period, such as a year
- Focus on events with significant amplitude
- Use the ensemble to estimate the probability of the individual events

Figure 2.9: The first 10 IMF’s for the observed time series (RED) and the first two MSEPS
ensemble members (BLUE and GREEN). Left: The 61 day study period. Right: 10 days
surrounding the variability event on day 80.
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The power systems work with a certain level of reserve, which is sufficient to cover normal
variability. It is therefore obvious that a variability study has to be selective on the
severity of the events regardless whether it is false alarms or hits in the forecast.
The highest frequencies are most interesting for the power system, but there are times
where it is not likely that more than a fraction of the ensemble members can hit a variability event, because the severe events are normally not present in the initial conditions
and should therefore be developed by the model as a result of the larger scales. Experience from single events show that in extreme cases it is often only one out of 75 ensemble
members that may develop correct. This result suggests that it is important to utilize all
ensemble members due to the low predictability. The reasons for of low predictability are
a combination of:
- The development of the event may require an instability condition to be not only
present in the large scale flow but also triggered
- The lifetime of the event may be as short as 1-3 hours
- The event may only reach of to a horizontal scale of 25km
The study has shown that predictability increased with the time scale and this is a strong
evidence of the high resolution ensembles of non-linear models is best practise to forecast
such events, but that forecasting of the shortest time scales should be computed with an
approach that is using all ensemble members an not individual forecasts.

2.4.11

Future Application

It appears as if the EEMD is a complex way of showing the variability of simple data sets.
It might be that the approach is most suitable and has potential as spectral verification
technique. There have been difficulties in finding objective measures that would be capable
of showing skill of high resolution model simulations over the past decade in meteorology.
The EEMD approach has the potential of developing as a helpful tool.
This study shows that the approach will probably be able to challenge any model on its
capabilities. However, weather forecast is by tradition done by forecast horizon and the
work has shown that this is the weak side of the approach, because the approach needs
continuous time series with many time stamps in. The question is if this could be achieved
if the weather forecast would compute the IMF with all data in memory and write out
the IMF amplitude in hourly or three hourly intervals.
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The mixing of modes is in the present version a serious barrier for the future application
and one could imagine that some other tool would outperform EEMD in the future.
The results produced with the approach can only be trusted when almost similar data
sets are compared and it is almost certain that the result will only be useful in model
improvement context if more than 3 month of data is used. What the approach gives is a
trend only. The absolute numbers are too much influenced by the reference time series.
It is evident that a point measurement from a mast is more subject for short time scale
noise than a full wind farm is. The verification against aggregated power generation will
therefore be more robust.
From experience with high resolution ensemble forecasting over years, we know that the
probability of detection of short time scale extreme events is of the order a few percent.
This means events of this type require an ensemble of size 100 or more to be deteceted
in a sustainable way. This is achieved by using a lacked average of 2 × 75 members. This
experience is consistent with the results of the EEMD, which says that a single model
configuration only predicts a fraction of the events.
It is therefore likely that a probability distribution of different IMFs will add value in
operation even though the expected probability of detection will be low.
The idea of IMFs is good if it is reliable and starts with a time scale of 15 minutes, because
this could express what kind of reserve should be ideally used. The decision process could
be based on the different IMF amplitudes:
- Use primary reserve for the first IMF if the amplitude does not exceed a threshold
value
- Power generation may be temporary restricted based on the first IMF if the amplitude
exceeds a threshold value
- Use gas based reserve according to the amplitude of the middle IMFs
- Use coal base reserve according to the amplitude of the upper IMFs
It is not our expectations that the ensemble forecasts can be improved much and we are
convinced that the probabilistic interpretation will always be required for a look ahead
beyond 2-3 hours of extreme events. However it is our hope that the EEMD can be
improved to be selective and not mixed up modes.
The EEMD application in power system context is relatively simple to apply on single
wind farms, but there are many wind farms to consider in the power system.
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Averaging over many wind farms will essentially eliminate the local variability, which we
are interested in in order to predict worst-case scenarios of uncertainty of forecasts for
multiple wind farms. A possibility is to compute the amplitude of the shortest time-scale
of each unit by ensemble member and sum over generation units. Thereafter, a probability
is computed with the help of all ensemble members of the sum of all generation units. This
approach generates an objective worst-case scenario for the variability of wind power. It
can be regarded as “worst-case scenario”, because we assume that all extremes correlate
in time. The likelihood of the extreme values to occur does however reduce with the
number wind farms. Nevertheless, it is an objective calculation. This approach is also
useful, because it is compensating for the fact that the number of ensemble members is
finite and may not explicitly cover any possible weather event.
The study has illustrated that variability is difficult to forecast, but that many ensemble
members together contain important information on variability. An analysis conducted on
wind power level would most likely improve the result on the higher frequencies, because
this study did included wind speeds at 0-4m/s events, where the variability amplitude is
small and the spatial scale is also small. There is no need to consider such variability in
a power system context.
The timing and amplitude is uncertain and probabilistic presentation of the variability
instead of variability from individual models is therefore preferable. The result of the
EEMD test of the high resolution forecast data suggests that such forecasts can be used
to assimilate indicators of variability from a Doppler Radar. The scope of this would be
to generate more accurate short-term forecasts of the variability.
A radar signal in a region with offshore wind farms would add significant value to the
forecast when invoking the short-term iEnKF approach. Suppose that the target would
be to predict generation and variability of all wind farms within the range of the radar.
Then the algorithm would comprise the following steps:
- High resolution ensembles are generated in a 6 hourly cycle ranging 24 hours ahead
- The ensemble forecast data are prepared for iEnKF for all potential measurement
signals including radar, power and meteorological measurements
- The iEnKF is fed with Radar, power measurements and possible onsite and offsite
weather measurements
- The iEnKF computes the state estimate and forecast as new radar images become
available
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Here it is important to note that the iEnKF can with the help of an ensemble understand
the impact of strong convective precipitations on the power forecast, because the iEnKF
approach inverts information between all correlated variables and in this way produces a
primary power forecast and variability forecast as well.
In general, the iEnKF has a tendency to produce a smooth forecast with little variability,
because there is contribution from many measurements and forecasts. Fortunately, the
iEnKF has the capability to also forecast the variability directly from the measured amplitudes, because the iEnKF is carrying out a direct inverse transformation of information.
Therefore, the ensemble does not need to be able to perfectly compute the short-time scale
variability, because the ensemble is used to transform information in a non-dimensional
space and not the exact values. The strength of this algorithm is that the result of the
iEnKF is more or less instantly there, if the ensemble forecast data for potential measurements are pre-calculated. It is therefore worthwhile noting that the generation of
ensemble forecast is asynchronous and does not depend on the local measurements.
The iEnKF solver can compute the effect of any measurement source on any target variable
at another location and at another time only considering the ensemble covariance between
the measurement source and target variable in relation to other covariance terms where
the target variable receive influence.
To forecast variability it is then required to have measurements that are indicators of variability. This could be other power measurements or radar signals. For efficient handling
in the iEnKF, the ensemble data is pre-computing what the radar is likely to report at
any time from relevant forecasts of convection and TKE etc. The covariance between the
forecast of the radar signal and the variability forecast for the wind farm then determine
the level of power variability in the iEnKF forecast.
This approach is extremely well suitable for clusters of offshore wind farms. Each wind
farm will add information and the radar complements this information with additional
information. The forecast can then be used to decide what is the most appropriate
balancing approach or power generation constraint to define for any forecasted variability.
The initial work in this project is therefore valuable for the future integration and operation of larger amounts of offshore wind power and solves a very complex problem, which
could otherwise have become a serious obstacle for the future of offshore wind energy.
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The Horns Rev Wave Study

One of the project’s objectives was to develop a better understanding of sea surface
roughness and to investigate whether a new formulation of the friction process over sea
may be required.
This was a very ambitious plan, because it is difficult to derive general conclusions for
the ocean from verifications of one location over sea that is in relatively shallow water.
A simple example illustrates the difficulty at hand. The so-called Charnock parameter
used to calculate the sea surface roughness length has been estimated and reported from
different data set in literature. The various experiments suggest a value between 0.014
and 0.032. However, there is a tendency that the recommended values were found from
very scattered data, which can be seen in the uncertainty of a factor 2.
The details of this study and corresponding results can be found in [16]. Note that the
following sections are only a summary and interpretation of the results to provide an
overview of the work and how the results of this work contribute to the overall findings
of the project.
The overall conclusion that can be drawn from the findings of St. Drenan ([16]) regarding
the Charnock parameter is that the Charnock parameter should not be kept as a constant
in the numerical models, although the parameter has often been used as a constant in
NWP modelling.
To summarise, the scope has been to confirm state of the art results and narrow the
uncertainty of the sea surface roughness and also to quantify the impact on wind power
forecast quality due to the uncertainty of the Charnock value.

2.5.1

An idealised Study on the Impact of the Charnock Parameter

Nearly all approaches use that the roughness of the sea surface which can be written as
z0 = zc ·

u2∗
g

(2.1)

where u∗ is the friction velocity, g is the Earth’s gravity and zc is the Charnock parameter
that is almost a free quantity and should be computed from other ocean or atmospheric
parameters.
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Figure 2.10: Influence of the Charnock parameter on the wind turbine power output.
In a first experiment a standard power curve was used to estimate the sensitivity in the
power generation to the Charnock parameter in neutral conditions using the geostrophic
drag law. This provided the possibility to show the exact dependency between power generation and geostrophic wind under idealised conditions with respect to different Charnock
parameters.
The result illustrated that the roughness can potentially increase so much that geostrophic
wind speeds above 30m/s do not cause the turbine to reach cut-off. This applied however
only for Charnock values outside the realistic range of 0.014 and 0.032. These simplified
assumptions showed that the sea state should be rather abnormal to cause significant
impact on the wind power generation. Therefore, we have to expect that the impact of
the Charnock parameter is limited to the steep range of the power curve. A sensitivity
of up to 10% in the power generation was found for wind speed at the steep part of the
power curve. Examples are shown on Figure 2.5.1.

2.5.2

Practical usage of the Charnock Parameter

Some operational NWP models are coupled with a wave model. In such a coupling the
10m wind and Charnock values are exchanged between the atmospheric and the wave
model. The typical Charnock value returned from the wave model is in the range 0.014
to 0.032. However the Charnock value can peak along a storm track with up to one order
of magnitude higher values than recommended for open sea.
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Figure 2.11: Comparison of RMSE between the measured and the modelled wind speed
(15m) obtained with the different sea surface roughness length models.
The highest values would typically occur immediately after a significant wind direction
shift associated with a front.

2.5.3

Sea Surface Roughness study at Horns Rev

With a combination of wave, mast and sonic anemometer measurements, it was possible
to verify various formulations published in literature. Therefore, a study of various formulations was conducted by computing the wind speed in 15m height using potentially
all available measurements. Note that all verified formulae would depend on either a
friction velocity or a wind speed in 10m height, which is well correlated to the 15m wind.
The benchmark is therefore a computation of wind shear as a result of the sea surface
roughness. Details of this verification study can be found in Section 5.2 in ??.
Figure 2.5.3 shows the result of this benchmark. The RMSE was found to be between
2.1 and 2.5m/s, which seemed to be a very high error, because it is an error of the same
magnitude as is experienced with NWP wind speed forecasts. This was a peculiar result
considering that highly dependent measurements are used, from which the calculations
should benefit. Therefore, a data fit has been applied that resulted in an RMSE error of
1.7m/s.
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One reason for this high error may be that all data was used and not only events of stationary weather and certain stability ranges. Nevertheless, typical NWP forecast errors
lie in that range as well without excluding any data. The result hence indicates that
the local sea surface roughness has a rather low correlation to the wind speed and wave
pattern and that the variability in the wind speed is either generated by the friction over
a large area or by other meteorological weather phenomena.
In the study on variability (see 2.4) the conclusion was that a significant portion of the
variability with moderate amplitude is due to non-local meteorological disturbances that
have generated eddies within the PBL. This interpretation is consistent with this result.
Also the conclusion that NWPs do not predict the variability in the short time scales of
less than 20 minutes correct, seems to be consistent with the current results. Thus, the
bulk of the 2.5m/s RMSE is not due to variability generated by friction at the sea surface,
neither due to variability from synoptic scale forcing, but rather indicates non-predictable
variability on an unknown scale in between.
The conclusion that has to be drawn from these findings is that the friction from the sea
surface is so weak that it does not have significant influence on the local wind shear. This
may also suggest that it is not possible to use data from Horns Rev for such studies in
strong wind, because the shallow water causes the local waves to grow stronger relative
to the waves further out in the North Sea.
However, the RMSE benchmark of the 15m wind speed also indicated that there is sensitivity to the formulation of the local roughness. In addition, it is known from the power
prediction verification (see 2.3.1 and 2.3), that it does help to include wave parameters.
However, there is a risk that the improvement lies in the smoothing effect of the waves,
because the waves have more inertia than the air parcels, the waves represent the average
conditions better than the air and can potentially improve the RMSE scores for a purely
statistical reason.
A time series of the Charnock parameter that was generated from the verification models
(see [16]) additionally indicated a rather spurious behaviour of the Charnock parameter.
There were found changes of the values with a factor 10 over periods of 10 minutes.
Such spurious behaviour can of course be smoothed out, if the wave characteristics are
weighted higher than the air characteristics. Nevertheless, it could be interesting to verify
how much a time smoothing of the individual measurements prior to the calculation of
the 15m wind would reduce the noise of the Charnock estimate.
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The study illustrated the importance of using stationary events for studies on the accuracy
of formulations of friction. However, this requirement often reduces the data so much that
it is difficult to draw conclusions from the data. The benefit nevertheless is that the risk
of RMSE smoothing from the wave dependency is eliminated.

2.5.4

A pragmatic Approach for a NWP Application

The idea of using local measurements to estimate the roughness of the sea surface makes
sense. The problem however lies in the verification of the parameterisation of the roughness. Air parcels move fast over the sea surface and experience small changes in the
roughness along the way. On a fixed point a similar pattern can be observed, because
the PBL eddies cause that there is more or less permanent imbalance between wind and
waves.
The NWP needs a horizontal stress integral measured over the area or grid point and the
time step of the physical parameterisation for the computation of the friction velocity. A
physical parameterisation time-step is long compared to the period of an ocean wave, but
the results indicate that variability exist on the time scales of the physical parameterization and even longer.
The variability of the wind is therefore critical in the computation of the stress integral.
The friction velocity tends to be implicitly understood in a NWP as a grid scale average
of all existing PBL variability. This is strictly speaking incorrect, because only variability
caused by friction is included in the friction velocity.
It has been shown in the variability study (see 2.4) that there is a variable amount of
energy on larger time-scales, which can possibly not be generated by friction in offshore
conditions. Such time scales are rather a result of external disturbances to the PBL such
as convection. This variability is contributing to the imbalance between wind and waves
and need to be considered separate.
Since the Charnock parameter is a free parameter and the friction velocity is a grid scale
parameter in a model anyway, then it is convenient to express the stress from these two
parameters. This is also how it is commonly practised in NWP models.
An alternative is to keep the Charnock parameter unchanged and instead compute the
effect of the variability that is not present in the NWP model and is not directly generated
by friction. This could be written as an additional eddy term
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(u∗ + ueddy )2
(2.2)
g
The grid scale friction velocity does not contain the energy of the characteristic eddies
that are caused by non-frictional forces, because the eddies are hardly present due what
could be referred to as a model fault or deficiency. Nevertheless, such eddies do enhance
the imbalance between wind and waves. Common practise in NWP models is to modify
the Charnock parameter under certain conditions. A large amount of experience has been
gained in the NWP model community from such experiments. Thus, the preference has
become to modify the Charnock instead of introducing a virtual eddy friction velocity.
z0 = zc ·

Figure 2.12: Example of a Charnock field in the NWP model.
The best way to assess this problem is to define a low reference value of the Charnock
parameter corresponding to wind and waves in balance. Figure 2.12 shows an example
of a Charnock parameter over the Northsea and parts of the Irish Sea. This reference
Charnock value can be a low value used everywhere in the open ocean, because a physical
parameterisation will correct the value for the local conditions automatically as described
above.
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A resulting Charnock parameterisation should then consider a number of factors contributing to increased roughness:
- Eddy parameterisation of wind shear and stability to compute the imbalance due to
the variability of the wind
- Effect of the changes of the mean flow over the past 1-4 hours with emphasis on wind
direction changes
- Effect of young waves due to a short fetch
A parameterisation scheme of that type will then consider the ongoing imbalance between
wind and waves. It can be expected that the scheme will also lead to more ensemble spread
in connection with ocean coupling, because the ensemble member’s specific sea surface
temperature (SST) field will result in greater variability of the parameterised Charnock
value.

2.5.5

Practical Implementation

Our analysis of the Charnock problem shows that the coupling of an NWP and wave
model will consider the imbalance between the 10m wind and the waves and possibly include the fetch dependency. The results of the two studies in the project on variability and
wave parameterisation together indicated that a considerable fraction of the imbalance between wind and waves have to be computed from the variability of the wind. These results
suggest that there is rarely homogeneous conditions where waves and wind are in balance.
A forecast provider may benefit from using a coupled NWP/wave model, because the
wave model can compute the effect of the Charnock changes due to the mean flow. The
NWP then computes an add-on from the variability of the wind. Both the wave and wind
part of the Charnock parameter then needs to be used consistent in the wave and NWP
model and exchanged separately.
The approximate nature of this problem and the difficulty in accessing the correct value
however suggests that a rather simplified and smooth parameterizations may also be used.
It is evident that a fast moving storm track may experience permanently extreme high
roughness as it moves over the ocean. These are conditions where the changes of the mean
flow on the one hand has a high certainty to be strong. On the other hand, it is not clear
how strong the changes develop, because of the empirical approach used to deal with the
sea surface.
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There are few storm events at particular mast locations and therefore too few events to
evaluate. A collection of storm events would have to be simulated with different formulations of the Charnock parameter near the storm track to study the model formulation.
In such an approach it is adding to the complexity that different NWP model formulations may work more or less well with low and high Charnock values dependent on their
bias characteristics and that their bias characteristics are even built into the power curves.
The sea surface roughness (SSR) sensitivity study of the project (see Chapter 2.6 )
showed however that changes of the Charnock parameter in the range 0.014 to 0.032 do
not degrade the results significantly. A conservative approach is therefore to choose 0.014
as a reference value for the Charnock parameter and parameterise up to 0.032 in relative
rough conditions.

2.5.6

Summary and Outlook

The study of the sea surface roughness (SSR) on Horns Rev has been a detailed study
on consistency of measurements with various theories. The area around the wind farm
Horns Rev is a small and shallow part of the North sea and it is not obvious that any
results can be generalised or extrapolated to another location.
It was found that waves matter for the computation of the wind profile, but it is possible
that this result is related to a data smoothing, which increases the correlation between
computed and measured values.
The work has led to the conclusion that the variable wind in the PBL is responsible
for large fractions of the imbalances between the wind and the waves. The variability
study showed that there is too little variability on the time scales shorter than three
hours. Consequently, a parameterisation of the effect of variability is required in the
Charnock parameter or as an additional eddy component. The SSR sensitivity experiments demonstrated that the Charnock parameter can be chosen freely between 0.014 to
0.032 without causing a forecast bias. This is a sufficiently wide range to play with in
initial Charnock parameterisation experiments in order to achieve an improvement on the
verification scores.
The overall idea of this kind of Charnock parameterisation is very suitable for an ensemble forecasting system, because the study has shown that the variability is significant
and at the same time difficult to forecast correct. It is therefore very likely that this
parameterisation will improve the ensemble spread.
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The ensemble member specific SST obtained via the ocean coupling (see 2.6) adds extra
degrees of freedom, because the horizontal SST variations will contribute to different levels
of variability.
Nevertheless, there is little doubt that a parameterisation of the Charnock parameter
makes sense from the results derived during this project. The numerical formulations will
however rather have to be developed empirically, because of the complicated nature of
the air/sea interaction. Only long numerical simulations will show, if better forecast skill
can be achieved with this strategy.
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Coupling of an Ocean and NWP model

A number of sensitivity experiments with a coupled ocean and NWP model system were
conducted over a two month period from 1s t of November 2007 to 31s t of December 2007.
This particular period was chosen, because of the variable weather and consequently high
forecast error. The average wind speed was relatively high and relatively variable in the
North Sea area. The Horns Rev wind farm produced 55% of the rated capacity in these
two months, while the turbines in Denmark and Germany produced 28% and 27% of their
rated capacity, respectively. This is almost 1.5 times more than the annual average.
The cost of an error and the risk of a grid security issue grows with the magnitude of
the error. Thus, an increased value of new forecasting tools is best demonstrated under
variable weather conditions and temporary high errors.
Results will be presented from 6 of the sensitivity experiments chosen to demonstrate the
sensitivity of wind power forecasting to changes in the parameterisation of the sea surface.
More details about the sensitivity experiments and a deeper analysis can be found in the
a project report [4] available at the project’s web page (www.hrensemble.net).

2.6.1

Description of the Test Methodology

The experiments have been conducted in a test environment, which was constructed to
show the sensitivity on the intra-day and day-ahead horizon and thereby also show the
expected impact in an operational environment.
Each experiment comprised 75 ensemble forecasts on a model area covering entire Europe
inclusive Iceland and Greece. Each ensemble forecast is nested in one out of 3 outer lateral
boundary host models. This means that the large scale uncertainty is only covered by 3
different ensemble members.
The lateral boundary update interval of the 75 ensemble members was 1 hourly and the
NCEP analysis was used in all members every 6 hours and also on the 3 outer lateral
boundary host models. Each of the 3 outer models used 6 hourly NCEP analysis as
lateral boundary conditions.
The sensitivity experiments were evaluated with WEPROG’s wind power prediction system based on the WEPROG 300 member forecasting technique using 4 wind speeds from
each ensemble member (see also 2.3.3.
The evaluation included four 48 hour forecasts per day starting at 00, 06, 12, 18 UTC.
Each of the 4 daily runs include 75 ensemble members. The computations for these
simulations were equivalent to 100 model years during this 2 month period.
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A common set of power curves were generated based on the operational system’s data.
These were used to compute the hourly wind power generation immediately after the 75
ensemble members were computed by a particular forecast.

2.6.2

Description of the Experiments

The 6 sensitivity experiments presented below have been designed to study the sensitivity
of forecast errors to modifications in the sea surface parameterisation. The experiments
were split in two groups. One group was targeted to verify the sensitivity of sea surface
roughness (SSR) and another group was targeted to verify the sensitivity to sea surface
temperature (SST).
Due to a change in the computing system between the SST and SSR experiments, it
has been required to conduct experiment 5 once in a both computing environments.
Experiment 5a and 5b are therefore similar reference experiments that were necessary to
carry out, because new versions of compiler, processor and operating systems caused the
two experiments to perform different.
Table 2.2 provides an overview of the different features present in the sensitivity experiments.

Group
Persistence SST
Linear SST
Coupled SST
Climatic SST
Analysed SST
Standard SSR
Lower SSR
Higher SSR

1
2
3
4
SSR SSR SSR SST
y
y
y
n
n
n
n
y
n
n
n
y
y
y
y
n
n
n
n
n
y
n
n
n
n
y
n
n
n
n
y
n

5a
5b
SSR SST
y
y
n
n
n
n
y
y
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

6
SST
n
y
n
n
y
n
n
n

Table 2.2: Summary of the features of the sensitivity experiments on the impact of the
sea surface parameterisation and sea surface temperature to wind power forecast quality
The experiments have been constructed to quantify the importance of each modification
of the model formulations for the sea surface separate. Note, that it is only possible to
quantify such differences, if the model changes are isolated from any other change.
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The SST experiments (4,5b,6) were targeted to show what happens when an ocean model
is used to predict the sea surface temperature, which produces a fine grained spatial and
time variation of the SST field. For comparison purposes, analysed SST data was used as
well.
For the SSR experiments new model formulations from the wave study were expected (see
2.5. The results from the wave study concluded that a more advanced parameterisation
of the Charnock parameter would be required due to secondary frictional effects of the
variable wind. However the variability study showed that the variability is not present in
the model. There is currently not sufficient knowledge about the cause of the variability
to develop a parameterisation. We can only assume that the variability is a function of
stability, wind shear and convective parameters.
A set of 4 SSR experiments (1,2,3,5a) were then set up to test the sensitivity to the
choice of (constant) Charnock parameter and to explore how much degree of freedom and
influence this parameter actually has inside the NWP model. The intention was to find
out how much degree of freedom is available to parameterise the Charnock value from the
weather pattern and actual sea state and without introducing a model bias.
Experiments 7 and 8 are virtual experiments. The purpose of experiment 7 is to find a
suitable scaling factor for the experiments in order compare the improvements relative to
a reference experiment. In this way the best out of experiment 1 − 6 can be defined in
every forecast hour. Experiment 8 is built upon the average of all experiments to show
what additional smoothing does to the result.
A more in depth description of the experiments can be found in [4].

2.6.3

Statistical Measures

The verification of the sensitivity experiments was extended to also include the Western
Denmark (DK1) and Germany (DE) along with the wind farm Horns Rev (HRV). This
increased the number of MW in the test and also the significance of the results compared
to a single point simulation at HRV, where a larger fraction of the error is due to short
time scale variability.
An ensemble forecasting system produces many forecast values of practical value. This
opens the possibility to hide and highlight specific forecast skills. Therefore, it was decided
to find few error measures that are directly detecting whether or not the model system
has forecast skill relevant to the power system.
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Those error measures were selected such that a deterministic model system could produce
a compatible value. It was found that forecasts should be given a skill in four categories,
each representing part of the decision process in the operation of a power system with
significant wind power (see Table 2.3

Error
Power Forecast Absolute Error Forecast
Intra-day
x
x
Day-ahead
x
x
Table 2.3: Verification measures for each of the areas in which the sensitivity experiments
of the sea surface parameterisation have been verified.
The most relevant Power Forecast is the Percentile name P45, which is defined as the
forecast that has 45% of the ensemble members below and 55% of the ensemble members above. This forecast is ignorant to low predictability. This means outliers have no
influence on the forecasts. The forecast is very smooth and easy to use in operation,
but the RMSE score may at times be higher than an RMSE optimised forecast from the
ensemble, because of the relatively strong smoothing. The P45 forecast is generated with
the assumption that all ensemble members are equally good. Thus, the forecast skill is
invariant to the individual ensemble members, but rather represents the “average signal”
from the entire ensemble. The P45 forecast is mostly smoother and more defensive than
the ensemble mean, because it is ignorant to peaks of low predictability.
The Absolute Error ForeCast (AEFC) is a forecast of the absolute error of the Power
Forecast (P45). It is a single number, which is a measure of the ability to predict the
forecast error dependent on whether there is more or less reserve required. It has been
chosen as a single value to make the AEFC compatible with deterministic forecasting
techniques.
The AEFC forecast complement the P45 forecast, because it is an estimate of the width
of the uncertainty band around P45. AEFC represents the “uncertainty signal” opposite
to P45. It is defined as
AEF C = 0.7 · variance + 0.15 · (max − min)
The AEFC term is partially a variance and partially a min/max distance.

(2.3)
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The first term contains the effect of all forecasts and is therefore more accurate in terms
of correlation, but slightly under-predicts the error. The min/max term is numerically
larger and enforces the AEFC to partially follow the outliers. Without the min/max
term the error forecast is dominated by many small differences around the center. These
differences tend to be random due to truncation errors during the packing of the wind
speed data and later conversion and packing of the reference power.
The error of AEFC is computed as:
ERR(AEF C) = AEF C − |P 45 − M easurement|

(2.4)

A good AEFC forecast expresses that the ensemble spread is a predictor for the error and
that the AEFC forecast can be used to determine the required amount of reserve.
The goal for the model verification was to make it possible that a single value would
be able to show the skill of a certain experiment (parameterisation). It was found that
correlation and standard deviation were the most important error measures, because the
differences between the sensitivity experiments could have some impact on the forecast
bias. This should not be weighted, because a new power curve training eliminate such a
bias for a running system anyway. Too much weight on the bias would be in the favour
of the experiment with most similarity to the system which had generated data for power
curve generation.
It was therefore decided that the product of the normalised standard deviation and correlation should be used as the main statistical measure. “RSC” is an abbreviation for
Relative Standard deviation and Correlation skill score.
The RSC shows a high score for those experiments that are best on both statistical
measures. Note, large errors and periods of anti-correlation are penalised most in this
error measure.
The formula in the RSC score is set to 0.0 for the poorest forecast and 1.0 for the best
forecast. This means that the scores will range from 0.0 to 1.0 for each verification
parameter. A score of 0.0 is however not equivalent to no skill. The absolute RSC value
(ARSC) is used to evaluate how sensitive the skill is of a given parameter relative to
reference experiment.
The three areas (DE, DK1 and HRV) and the four statistical tests imply a total of 12
RSC scores per experiment. They are accumulated to a Relative Degradation factor (RD),
which expresses how much higher the error is relative to the best experiment.
The error is therefore first scaled to the range [0 : 1] via the RSC normalisation, where
the extreme values are used for the poorest and best experiment.
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Thereafter, these values are summed with a constant weight to keep all measures equally
important. Finally, they are scaled back in relation to the total error for the purpose of
interpretation of the results. In this way a good experiment has to perform relatively well
on all measures to be ranked high in the end.
The RD can then be scaled to the error, which is normally used to describe the forecast
error. That is to indicate how much impact the experiment actually had on the error
averaged over all areas. The scaled numbers become then estimates in terms of installed
capacity in each area.
The RSC numbers will be given for all experiments to give the reader the possibility to
give different weight factors to different error measures.

2.6.4

Analysis of the Results

For the purpose of evaluation it was convenient to define two virtual experiments (7 and
8). As described briefly in Section 2.6.1 experiment 7 represents a time-series generated
from always choosing the best of experiment 1-6. Here “best” is defined as the best of
the P45 forecasts hour by hour. Experiment 8 corresponds to the average of experiment
1-6. This forecast is therefore a very smooth forecast.
Note also that the P45 forecast error contributes to the first column of Table 2.3 and
the AEFC error contributes to the 2nd column. The first row is the error on the 4-9 hour
horizon to indicate the error level of the forecast horizon with the lowest error for an
intra-day operation without use of wind farm online data. The day-ahead horizon row
shows the error of 24-48 hour forecasts. Both horizons include all 4 forecasts per day.
Note each of the 4 measures in Table 2.3 will be found in separate rows in Table 2.4,
because this table include multiple experiments.
Table 2.4 shows that the maximum difference in accuracy between all experiments does
not exceed 5% on the average score at Horns Rev, DK1 nor Germany. This is shown in
the row for the RD parameter. The individual scores differ more and indicate that there
may be some positive and negative effects of the experiments on certain parameters (see
more details in [4]).
However, the experiments are in general relatively close to each other on the RD score
within the two groups. Nevertheless, the overall degradation to the best forecast (exp 7)
for both the sea surface temperature and the sea surface roughness shows that there is
some potential improvement.
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Figure 2.13 illustrates in a box plot the result on the overall relative degradation (RD)
to the “best forecast” for the various sensitivity experiments on sea surface temperature
(left figure) and sea surface roughness (right figure).

AREA
DE
DE
DE
DE
DE
HRV
HRV
HRV
HRV
HRV
DK1
DK1
DK1
DK1
DK1
all
all
all
all
all
all
DE
HRV
DK1

FCLENGTH
Intraday
Intraday
Dayahead
Dayahead
all
Intraday
Intraday
Dayahead
Dayahead
all
Intraday
Intraday
Dayahead
Dayahead
all
Intraday
Intraday
Dayahead
Dayahead
all
all
Dayahead
Dayahead
Dayahead

PARAMETER
AEFC
P45
AEFC
P45
all
AEFC
P45
AEFC
P45
all
AEFC
P45
AEFC
P45
all
AEFC
P45
AEFC
P45
all
RD
RMSE*
RMSE*
RMSE*

ARSC
0.91
0.96
0.83
0.92
0.91
0.91
0.94
0.78
0.89
0.88
0.88
0.94
0.79
0.91
0.88
0.90
0.95
0.80
0.91
0.89
0.89

EXP
5b
0.86
0.14
0.35
0.13
0.37
0.46
0.10
0.59
0.07
0.30
0.00
0.05
0.12
0.10
0.07
0.44
0.10
0.35
0.10
0.25
3.90
0.20
0.59
0.29

1
0.00
0.06
0.51
0.21
0.19
0.28
0.12
0.60
0.10
0.28
0.29
0.09
0.23
0.02
0.16
0.19
0.09
0.45
0.11
0.21
4.35
0.22
0.65
0.33

2
0.41
0.13
0.76
0.22
0.38
0.48
0.16
0.66
0.09
0.35
0.17
0.07
0.46
0.00
0.18
0.35
0.12
0.62
0.11
0.30
3.29
0.16
0.49
0.25

RSC
3
0.43
0.20
0.66
0.34
0.41
0.12
0.12
0.84
0.25
0.33
0.26
0.08
0.26
0.05
0.16
0.27
0.13
0.59
0.21
0.30
3.27
0.16
0.49
0.25

4
0.12
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.03
0.88
0.20
0.00
0.00
0.27
0.56
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.16
0.52
0.07
0.00
0.03
0.15
5.00
0.25
0.75
0.37

5a
0.29
0.43
0.46
0.52
0.43
0.00
0.04
0.85
0.32
0.30
0.70
0.63
0.77
0.37
0.62
0.33
0.37
0.69
0.40
0.45
1.55
0.08
0.23
0.12

6
0.20
0.51
0.63
0.35
0.42
0.00
0.00
0.76
0.24
0.25
0.57
0.58
0.45
0.46
0.52
0.26
0.36
0.62
0.35
0.40
2.16
0.11
0.32
0.16

7
0.00
1.00
0.00
1.00
0.50
0.49
1.00
0.49
1.00
0.74
0.00
1.00
0.00
1.00
0.50
0.16
1.00
0.16
1.00
0.58
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

8
0.65
0.26
0.90
0.33
0.54
0.43
0.13
0.79
0.22
0.39
0.55
0.28
0.74
0.23
0.45
0.54
0.22
0.81
0.26
0.46
1.43
0.07
0.21
0.11

Table 2.4: The absolute forecast skill difference (ARSC) between the best forecast and
the worst forecast and the relative forecast skill (RCS) for the individual experiments per
area and forecast horizon.
The following list provides a short summary of the main findings. The interested reader
is referred to [4] for more details and discussion on the future potential of these results:
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Figure 2.13: Overall relative degradation (RD) to the “perfect forecast” for all areas
(HRV, DK1, DE) and time horizons (intra-day, day-ahead) for the different sensitivity
experiments on sea surface temperature (left) and the sea surface roughness (right).
- Low Charnock values cause consistently poorer forecasts in Germany
- The day-ahead P45 forecast benefits in general from increased roughness via the
Charnock parameter
- The AEFC forecast degrades with high sea surface roughness at HRV
- The sensitivity to SSR was in the test period rather small at HRV compared to DK1
and DE. This can be explained by the windy periods in which offshore turbines are
more often operating on the flat parts of the power curve, where small changes to
the wind speed give no impact on power generation
- The results indicate that there is too low roughness in the German part of the Waddle Sea. A high Charnock value (0.032) is therefore more or less by coincidence
correcting for this error
- The overall score difference by changing the Charnock parameter with a factor of 2 is
very small compared to the sensitivity to the SST
- The difference between climatic SST and analysed SST, which was used as a persistence
forecast is considerable compared to the sensitivity to SSR. Thus, heat exchange
between ocean and air is more important than momentum exchange.
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- Ocean coupling added significant intra-day value, but a forecast bias on the day-ahead
horizon causes unphysical spread and a smaller reduction of forecast skill on P45
- Ocean coupled experiments have demonstrated a potential for improvements. One
example is the use of currents in open sea to adjust the friction. Another is to
parametrise friction in the Waddle Sea from the sea surface elevation
- The analysed sea surface temperature with linear changes between the 6 hourly updates
showed that there is a potential improvement by using more accurate SST handling.
- The benefit of smoothing with 450 weather forecasts (6x75) is small compared to the
smoothing based on only 75 weather forecasts
- The difference in error between the reference and the poorest experiment on a DK1
day-ahead P45 forecast is approximately 0.35% of the installed capacity
- The difference between the poorest and best experiment is only 0.3% of the installed
capacity, if we consider all error measures
Frequency distribution of the day-ahead error of P45
Although the RSC error does penalise the major errors, it was necessary to verify the
experiment’s frequency distribution of the day-ahead error of the P45 forecast. In Table
2.5 the frequency distribution of the errors are sorted into 10 bins, where the numbers in
each bin indicate the fraction of time in “per mil” (one-tenth of a percent) an error of a
given size occurred. The width of each bin is growing with the magnitude of the error,
because large errors are more infrequent.
From the error frequency distribution table it can be concluded that:
- The largest errors (25-64%) take place only at HRV, most likely because there is no
spatial smoothing
- The spatial smoothing reduces the frequency of large errors in Germany compared to
Denmark (bin 25-36%)
- Experiment 1-6 all have around 16.5% of the events with more than 16% of the total
error for HRV
- Experiment 5a has a better frequency distribution of errors above 16% than the other
experiments on HRV
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- Overall, experiment 5a has marginally fewer large errors on all areas
- There are more data between 1-2% error than 0-1% but also more than twice the
amount of time the error lies in the 2-4% bin than in 0-1% bin except in DE. This
shows that 0-4% can be classified as random background error due to some kind of
variability

area
HRV
HRV
HRV
HRV
HRV
HRV
HRV
HRV
HRV
DK1
DK1
DK1
DK1
DK1
DK1
DK1
DK1
DK1
DE
DE
DE
DE
DE
DE
DE
DE
DE

exp
5b
1
2
3
4
5a
6
7
8
5b
1
2
3
4
5a
6
7
8
5b
1
2
3
4
5a
6
7
8

0-1
88
96
98
100
106
79
68
187
79
124
126
126
124
119
114
132
221
128
160
147
152
157
162
162
171
251
159

1-2
276
266
267
266
254
275
280
257
274
293
295
289
298
301
340
325
303
309
452
458
448
458
448
479
478
446
467

2-4
216
217
212
206
213
212
221
187
215
296
292
295
295
295
277
286
260
286
245
252
261
257
247
245
230
197
245

4-9
131
141
139
142
132
137
128
123
142
156
146
150
145
159
147
144
118
148
92
93
90
81
91
71
77
69
81

9-16
115
108
114
115
118
123
125
110
114
90
102
102
102
85
90
81
73
94
47
46
45
44
49
38
39
33
44

16-25
79
76
70
78
85
87
86
69
80
33
31
31
28
34
24
26
21
28
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

25-36
44
46
47
47
42
47
50
38
49
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

36-49
28
28
31
28
26
23
24
16
26
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

49-64
14
14
12
13
16
9
10
7
12
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

64-81
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Table 2.5: Verification results as frequency distribution of the error of the P45 forecast.
The values in the 10 error bins are provided in per mil (one-tenth of a percent) of time.
The overall result of the experiments seem to be that experiment 5a is a very robust
model configuration.
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The relatively small differences in the frequency distribution of the error shows that the
sea surface parameterisation does not have strong impact on the forecast quality. The
difference in score is achieved by a higher amount of errors in the lower range rather than
a difference on the critical events with high error. The similar number of events for all
experiments with errors above 16% at HRV seems to indicate that it is the same events
that would be considered critical in all forecasts.
Nevertheless, each experiment have some specific qualities, which should be possible to
exploit in parts. An improved SSR handling would be able to automatically use higher
and lower values where and when it is required. The results also suggest that an improved
ocean coupling can most likely be achieved just by using persistence of the SST after 6
hours, because the intra-day scores of the coupled experiment were very good. Combined
with other benefits from the ocean coupled experiments, it should be possible to reduce
the error with these findings in place.
However, the results also indicate that the larger and more critical errors are not related
to the sea surface parameterisation only. There is a possibility that the reduced extreme
errors of 5a may be the result of a coincidence that helped this experiment to be superior
to the others. Therefore, this was also observed in the two areas, because the weather is
correlated in the North Sea, West Denmark and Germany.

2.6.5

Summary and Outlook of the Sea Surface Parameterisation Study

It was a challenge to setup up a test bed to show the significance of very small differences between different sea surface parameterisation configurations. The variability of
the weather on a single site like Horns Rev adds a considerable level of background error,
which makes improvements appear almost insignificant, also if they are measured on the
full wind farm.
We tried to compensate for this by extending the validation to also include the western
part of Denmark and Germany. New error measures had to be developed to not give too
much weight to forecast bias. The error measures were designed to result in few very
robust values to ease the interpretation of the results.
In fact, the validation technique has been developed to punish model configurations
stronger that are poor on particular measures. This was to take account for the large
degrees of freedom that a NWP model has, where it is important to identify bad parts in
order to prevent that a model configuration is evaluated good for a wrong reason.
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The work has resulted in a test bed, which is useful in further model development, because
it is capable of giving a single score to a given experiment based on wind power forecasts
for numerous areas. This will facilitate further development, because it is difficult or
maybe impossible to achieve major improvements with modest changes. The bulk of the
improvements need to be found via small steps in the right direction and this is where
the developed test bed has proved its strength.
Although non of the experiments can be said to give a unique improvement, it is possible
to see that there are positive effects on certain parameters. These positive effects need
to be combined into a single setup. The results from the sensitivity experiments will
therefore be of great help to implement these improvements.
The sensitivity experiments also illustrated that wind power is a very sensitive parameter
to forecast. Thus, it was found that there was significant sensitivity to the choice of
computing environment. It is unknown what the important technical factors are in a
compute environment. This could be the compilers, the operating system or the type of
processor. A good guess is that it is a combination of compiler and processor that cause
the result of some equations to be computed different. The compiler may or may not
use certain instructions and this is sufficient to generate small differences in the resulting
forecast.
The results also show that it requires a dedicated effort to tune a NWP model system
for wind power forecasting and yet follow a rather conservative upgrade policy, because
of often unknown side effects. It is therefore twofold, on the one hand there is a simple
translation of NWP variables and on the other hand extreme sensitivity to small changes
in certain configurations.
The frequency distribution of the error indicated that there is a certain level of random
variability, which is area dependent. The highest density of errors is above 2% in DK1.
Considering that the P45 forecast is a very smooth forecast one could conclude that
the 2-3% noise may be present in the measurement and that this will remain a random
background error, equivalent to approximately 50% of the total average error.
Forecast uncertainty measures such as absolute error forecast (AEFC) are therefore equally
important in the operation as the single forecast, because they are together with intra-day
forecasting capable of protecting against price volatility that may be caused by shortlasting high errors. The test bed is therefore a future compatible and yet simple approach
to condense important error measures into a single number. This will reduce the time
required to evaluate the skill of model configuration of similar quality.

Expert Round Table Discussion
The liberalisation, production incentives, mixture of scheduled and non scheduled generation all contribute to a very complex energy system. Stakeholders often have an opinion
and have more influence on the energy system than the rather passive consumers. In the
hope that this report will be used in the planning of the energy system it was decided to
include an expert panel discussion with the aim of providing strategic recommendations
for the next generation offshore wind power integration.
The discussion has shown that all experts agree upon that offshore wind power needs
incentives for a number of reasons, but that offshore wind power also has the potential
and should therefore be used for more than just providing primary power.
It appears like the tenders should include proposals on the cost profile for providing ancillary services. There are various models for how this could be priced. An upper fixed
limit should be given to set a limit for price volatility. The benefit for the energy system
would then be that the system can be operated with less scheduled generation.
Another crucial point is whether or not centralised balancing is beneficial in order to fully
exploit spatial smoothing. The question is, whether centralised balancing will develop by
itself or whether this has to become a regulation. Also, to what degree measurements
have to be published to make this happen. The policy of many system operators around
the world is to continuously publish all relevant information and thereby give all market
participants fair conditions in order to achieve a competitive and efficient power market.
This is not yet common practise in central Europe, where no TSO is publishing anything
else than estimated production sums.
The following round table discussion will discuss these issues with a number of specific
questions.
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Strategic Recommendations for Offshore Wind
Power Integration

The project group has setup a round table discussion on possible strategic solutions regarding offshore wind energy integration. All in all the experts have been asked 6 questions
and given the possibility to provide a comment to one or more topics not covered by the 6
questions. The experts for the panel were selected scientists from the research institutions
that were partners in the project with at least 10 years of experience in the integration of
wind power into the electric system and the corresponding policies. Note that the experts
were not necessarily the researchers working on the scientific tasks in this project.
These questions may contain some political sensitivity. Therefore, it was important that
the experts in the area without economic interests answered the questions in order to
provide an open discussion to the problems and some kind of non-biased recommendation.
For the same reason it was decided that the experts names stay anonymous. We refer to
the experts therefore as E1...E5 in the following.
Because the answers were so diverse and interesting, we have decided to provide the
discussion as is with the individual answers to the questions as they were given.
Question 1: What is the recommended incentive/bonus structure for offshore
wind power (fixed price, market price+incentive, construction support etc) ?
E1: My opinion is that since obviously it is more expensive to produce offshore than
onshore, some incentives or support framework should be in place. The question of
the optimal structure for such support/incentive is complex though. Focusing on a
fully market-oriented approach, adding an incentive (in the form of a flat premium)
to the market price is an interesting possibility. However, as the market is now, it is
foreseen that the more wind will participate in the mix, the lower prices are going
to be.
This would therefore prevent offshore wind power producer to secure future paybacks, even with an additional flat premium. In such case, it would actually appear
more appropriate to provide direct financial support to offshore wind power producer, in the form of a regularly renegotiated support/grant for construction and
maintenance. Optimally, it could be decided upon based on evaluated environmental
benefits from offshore wind generation.
E2: Tendering system
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E3: Market price with incentives given as a percentage of the market price, i.e. price =
market price x constant with constant ¿ 1. It is necessary to give incentives that
will make offshore wind power respond to low or even negative market prices.
E4: Costs differ from site conditions e.g. shore distance, water depth, grid connection.
A flexible system is needed, e.g. fixed prices + bonus like in REL (DE). Market
price plus incentive could also be an option. However, all approaches have their
advantage and drawbacks and the optimal solution depends on the local conditions.
In the long term, market price will be more important.
E5: From the technical and efficiency perspective the market price + incentive is to
prefer. It is the only way how wind energy can become competitive. From an
investment perspective, there is a risk that the targets set by the governments
cannot be met, because the negative prices on the spot market make the investment
more risky.
Question 2: What is the recommended owner structure ? Shall the owner be
balance responsible or only investor ?
E1: Balance responsibility may be required, owing to local bottlenecks. However, from
a global system perspective and in a market environment, from the moment the
offshore wind farm fits into (/respect) the grid code, it should be more appropriate
that the central system operator takes balance responsibility.
E2: Balance responsible - depends on size (large ones should). Mixed ownerships are
OK, that is both companies and small private investors .
E3: There should not be specific requirements. But it should be feasible for the owner
to balance the wind power, e.g. by other components (thermal plants, heat pumps,
electric vehicles etc.)
E4: Offshore wind parks can be developed independently from owner structures. Balance
responsibility is more for the owner that the investor. In fact wind power should
not be balanced independently but balancing is independent of ownership structure:
independent parties can provide balancing services to the owners.
E5: It is not necessary that the owner is balance responsible, if the balance responsible
party has a large enough pool of wind farms and the HOBA principle is used to
generate competition among the balance responsible parties.
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Question 3: What are the pros and cons in centralised versus decentralised
balance responsibility for offshore wind power that has much higher variability
than dispersed wind power ?
E1: As mentioned above, the major pro aspect is that at the country/region level, one
would always benefit from centralised balance responsibility, thanks to some spatial
smoothing. This however requires that there cannot be congestion/bottlenecks near
the connection of the offshore wind park(s). That would then be the main con
against centralised balancing.
E2: Centralised is (expectantly) more efficient. Decentralised as part of a power plant
portfolio is interesting
E3: It will be an obvious business advantage to balance the power centrally, in the sense
that the smoothing effect can be utilised. Single or multiple owners may do this.
E4: Decentral: Pro: regional effects are considered with higher priority. Con: might not
comply with large scale stability
E5: Pros centralised: BRP’s are not counter acting. Cons centralised: BRP’s need to see
each others data, commercially sensitive data is exchanged and revealed. Pro decentralised: no sharing of information, Cons decentralised: maybe more imbalances,
counter acting of BRP’s, less efficient handling of wind power
Question 4: Could you imagine an incentive structure or bonus system to
encourage wind farms to act as ancillary services ?
E1: My opinion is that a similar structure than for conventional generation should be
employed, plus an additional reward that would directly depend on the ‘burden’
for the offshore wind power producer to provide such ancillary services (thus also
depending on local variability and predictability).
E3: Yes, definitely. Wind farms can provide both active and reactive power based
services, i.e. contribute to area control as well as local voltage control. For wind
power, it would be a specific advantage to be able to supply reserves when the
power is down regulated due to low or negative power prices. Voltage control can
be provided on a more permanent basis.
E4: Yes, see above. Large offshore wind farms have to use all their capabilities e.g.
frequency and voltage control for large scale system integration).
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Market condition (pre-qualification) and organisation should be adapted to integrate
wind park (+ Bonus)
E5: Wind is not only environmentally efficient in producing power, but also in down
regulating. Therefore, an incentive scheme would be ideal to make use of the flexibility of the energy source. Wind power should become a scheduled or at least
semi-scheduled unit, i.e. it should become dispatchable. This implies however that
the pool of wind power has to be large enough to be reliable enough. A possible
scheme would then be that the party has to proof over a certain time span that
there is a x amount of power available to get this amount approved to bid into the
ancillary/reserve market.
Question 5: If the goal is to achieve that wind power is a competitive power
producer in the liberalised markets governments should not compete on the
most beneficial incentive schemes to attract investors, but rather work on
incentive schemes that provide fair conditions to wind power and thereby
make it feasible. What is your opinion ?
E1: There is surely a need to harmonise incentive structures at the European level, in
order to insure an optimal dispatching of offshore wind farms, as well as to optimise overall
system benefits, and returns for power producers.
E2: I agree
E3: I think there will always be different political willingness to finance incentives. But
incentives should not be too attractive. The governments should spend exactly the necessary amount to be able to implement its plans.
E4: Yes, they should work together. The EU should be a good framework for this.
E5: I agree. If we look upon the finance crisis than we have leaned that if incentive
schemes are orientated to bring most benefit to the investors then a regulator on e.g. EU
level is necessary to avoid abuse of the systems.
Question 6: Should the state use its influence in companies that are partially
state owned to enforce that higher priority is given to local offshore wind
power instead of investing in offshore wind power far away ?
E1: I am not sure I am qualified to answer this question. But I am pretty sure that if
the European states define restricted zones for offshore wind installations, they can
actually have control on these aspects.
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E2: No - but it could be better to provide incentives to local people to build local offshore
wind farms.
E3: This should not be different for state owned companies and for other companies.
But the state should plan the offshore siting in cooperation with the TSO. Wind
resources, grid developments, environment impact and other issues can only be taken
into account by a long term government plan
E4: This is a political decision depending on local environment.
E5: Yes, the state should use its decision right. The reason is that it is unacceptable
that investments are not made, because local investments generate competition to
local generation and hence lower energy prices, which is unwanted by such state
owned companies.
Question 7: Are there other problems/issues at hand that have not been
mentioned and do you have ideas to solutions to these problems ?
E1: I think one of the most crucial aspect is at the planning stage, when it is decide
how to dispatch the offshore wind farms. Since we know there may be variability/predictability problems, why not trying to minimise the potential impacts of
such problems by taking them into account at the planning stage ?
E3: The possibility to combine offshore wind farm grid connection with new interconnectors in large offshore grids is provides obvious advantages. This is already
dealt with on relatively small scales in Kriegers Flak (SE-DK-GE) and Cobra (DKNL-GE).
E4: International connection of all wind farms (offshore grid) will be a solution to many
issues that have been addressed in this questionnaire. Many problems have to be
addressed in the next decades, several scientists and politicians will be needed to
work on the problems related to be integration of wind power. In the issues related
to the integration of offshore wind energy, we recommend not to consider offshore
wind energy individually but together with onshore wind energy, other RES and
new technologies (e.g. storage).
E5: (1) The market coupling between Nordpool and EPEX. (2) The day-ahead market
should be exchanged with a rolling market as it is practised in most Anglo-Saxon
countries, because the energy system is driven by the weather. A rolling market
would also be able to increase the economic value of wind power.

Demonstration Phase
The last 5 months of the project were used for a demonstration of some of the project’s
achievements. The focus has been on testing different wind power prediction methodologies at Horns Rev and validation of the wind speed at a nearby SYNOP station in
Havneby on Rømø. This site was chosen as an independent site, because it is a near
offshore site for most wind directions.
The demonstration phase took place from the 1. August 2009 until the 31. December
2009. The setup of the demonstration phase consisted of 75 ensemble members generating
144h weather forecasts every 6 hours as input to three different power conversion methodologies. The methodologies were discussed in detail in section 2.3 and will therefore only
be summarised hereafter.
Least square Method (LM): The first conversion model, using the least square
methodology (LM), can be considered the reference methodology for the conversion
from wind to power using a least square minimisation with weather input consisting
only of a wind speed from the EPS mean forecast at level 32, which corresponds to
an average height of 35m. The training of the algorithm was carried out direction
independent, but instead for different forecast lengths and resulted in 42 different
power curves.
Orthogonal fitting Method (OM): The second conversion model, the orthogonal
methodology (OM), consists of a so-called orthogonal fitting algorithm. The difference between the LM and the OM can be conceptually described by the distance
to be minimised between observations and the model, which is defined along the
power axis in the LM, while for the orthogonal fitting methodology, this distance is
defined as that between observations and their orthogonal projections on the power
curve model. Input data to and power curve training of the OM was the same as
for the LM.
Ensemble Method (EM): The third conversion model, the ensemble based methodology (EM) is a probabilistic wind power prediction approach built with a so-called
80
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TDI (Time Dependent and dIrection dependent) methodology. This estimation approach is similar to a traditional least square estimation, but based on reference
wind power instead of wind speed. From there, the approach generates NxM (N=8
directions, M=2 stability regimes) bias adjustments and weight coefficients from
long-term statistics for the power curves of each ensemble member. The approach
has been designed to produce a vertical integral of the power generation in the lower
130m of the PBL.

4.1

Observational Data

It was not possible to receive real-time observational data from Horns Rev for the demonstration period, and hence the developed inverted Ensemble Kalman Filter short-term
algorithm could not be tested at Horns Rev. For the verification of the wind power forecasts from different developed methodologies, historic power data from one wind turbine
was made available by Vattenfall for the demonstration period and scaled up to the installed capacity of 160MW. The upscaling from one turbine ensured that only weather
relevant influences were verified.
Additionally, the weather input from the MSEPS forecasting system was verified against
observational data from Havneby, a coastal Northsea station at the Rømø peninsula approx. 50km south of Esbjerg and 20km north of the border to Germany.

4.2

Verification of the Power forecasts in the Demonstration Phase

In this section we present the comprehensive verification of the demonstration period.
In addition to the common statistical measures root mean square (RMSE), mean absolute error (MAE), BIAS and MEAN, frequency distributions of the power generation,
the ensemble spread, the ramping capabilities, the absolute bias and the capabilities of
the ensemble based power forecasts to predict the forecast error were used to compare
consistency, reliability and the probabilistic features of the approaches for forecasting of
the Horns Rev offshore wind farm. In these tests all parameters have been normalised
with the rated power of the wind farm.
The statistical tests comprise the entire demonstration period from 1. August 2009 until
15. December 2009. This provided a total number of approx. 3200hours.
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In the first section we present a listing with a short analysis of the results from standard
statistics of the relevant parameters BIAS, nRMSE, nMAE, MEAN inclusive graphs with
the results over the entire forecast length of 144h. In the sections thereafter, a frequency
analysis is presented for power production, ramping capability and error distribution.

4.2.1

Statistical Results for Weather Data

Table 4.1 shows the statistical results over the forecast length and up to 48h ahead. The
BIAS was almost constant around -0.2m/s and the error growth in both RMSE and MAE
was found to only 0.5m/s (RMSE 1.72m/s to 2.27 m/s, MAE 1.36m/s to 1.7m/s).

Forecast length BIAS nMAE nRMSE
00
-0.35
1.36
1.72
06
-0.25
1.33
1.70
12
-0.25
1.37
1.76
18
-0.22
1.44
1.83
24
-0.21
1.53
1.97
30
-0.18
1.58
2.05
36
-0.20
1.66
2.14
42
-0.23
1.74
2.29
48
-0.27
1.77
2.27
Table 4.1: Standard statistics at the coastal station Havneby (south of Esbjerg) for the
period Aug-Dec 2009 for wind speed at 10m height.

4.2.2

Summary of standard statistical Tests

MEAN: There is a slight variation of the mean power production over the forecast horizon
and quite different values for the various methods. While the EM is the lowest with
an average of 50% of installed capacity, the OM is 7% higher and the LM is 2%
higher compared to the average of the real production in the same period, which
was measured to 47%.
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Figure 4.1: Verification of the MEAN over the forecast length of 144h in the demonstration
phase (08/2009-12/2009) at Horns Rev for the three power conversion methodologies least
square method, orthogonal fitting method and ensemble method.
BIAS: The least square method has a slightly positive bias up to day 5, while the orthogonal fitting method has a rather pronounced positive bias for the entire forecast
horizon. The ensemble method (EM) follows in its pattern the LM, but on the other
side of the zero line, i.e. on the negative side. Both LM and EM develop a negative
bias on forecast day 6.

Figure 4.2: Verification according to Figure 4.1 for BIAS.
nRMSE: The EM forecasts show a slightly lower error than the LM forecasts up to
approx. 72h. Thereafter, the error growth of the LM is less than for the EM
method and the error stays consistently under the EM. The RMSE of the OM is
constantly higher than for the other two methods, which is most likely due to it’s
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more responsive algorithm and flat power curves reaching full load hours too early.
This can also be seen on the higher mean and positive bias.

Figure 4.3: Verification according to Figure 4.1 for nRMSE.
nMAE: The results for the normalised mean absolute error are quite different than those
for the RMSE. Here, the OM method shows a much lower error in comparison to
the other two methods and is even under the level of the LM method for the first 3
days (up to 72h) of the forecast horizon. The EM error growth is lower until 126h
than both the LM and OM.

Figure 4.4: Verification according to Figure 4.1 for nMAE.
Average of forecasts Additionally, the 3 methodologies have been averaged to combined
forecast. Statistics of the average of the three methods showed that there is no
benefit of averaging, if one forecast is much different and with lower forecast quality.
As an example, the nMAE of the three methods and the average is shown in Figure
4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Verification according to Figure 4.1 for nMAE including the average of the
three methodologies.

4.2.3

Frequency Distribution of Power Production

The frequency distribution of the produced power provides a quantitative overview of
the wind power forecasts ability to forecast extreme values and how certain values are
mis-represented.
In an earlier investigation on future scenarios ([8]) a comparison of the frequency distribution of power production in various countries was carried out. It was shown that only
Australia had a near-Gaussian distribution of the tested regions with very few low and
high generation hours.
A future scenario of offshore production in the Northsea from 14GW showed almost even
distribution, but most full generation hours. All other aggregated onshore areas’ typically
showed high frequency in the lower bins and almost linear decreasing number hours with
increased generation.
When looking at the frequency distribution of the Horns Rev wind farm alone in the
demonstration period August to December 2009, we found peaks in the power bins 10
and 90, where 25% of the time the power was in power bin 90 and 20% of the time, the
power is in bins 10 and 20. This seems to be a characteristic distribution for the offshore
resource with increased variability and larger amounts of full load hours. This can also
be seen on the in-between bins, which are almost all of similar size.
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Figure 4.6: Frequency distributions of the forecasted power production for the 3 power
conversion methodologies for the demonstration period Aug.-Dec. 2009 and observations
over the same period in 2005. The power bins are in always 10% steps of the installed
capacity (10-90%)%
The forecasted generation did not resemble the measured frequency distribution very well
at first glance. However, when summing up the first two bins (0-10%) and the last two
bins (90-100%), then the frequency distribution of the forecasts resembled that of the
real observations relatively well for all three methodologies. Figure 4.6 shows that in this
way all three methods have peak frequency at no load and full load, similar to the real
observations.
The orthogonal fitting method (OM) has an overestimation of the events in the 90% bin
with almost 40% of the time and an underestimation of the first bin, which confirms the
relatively flat power curves reaching full load too early. The least square methodology
(LM) has an increased distribution over the 80% and hence does not reach the correct
level of events in the 90% bin. The frequency distribution of the ensemble based method
(EM) resembles the measurements best, but has a slight underestimation of the lowest bin,
where it seems like the missing events are distributed over the entire range of production.
In general, the orthogonal method, although overestimating the full load, and the ensemble
method resemble the observations slightly better than the least square method.
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This is consistent with the minimisation theory and the intent of smoothing that is inherent in the least square methodology. The smoothing effect of the least square method
can be seen in the high amount of values in the 80% bin. The drawback of the orthogonal
method can be seen in the overestimation of full load hours, which is consistent with the
higher mean values (approx. 5% higher than the least square method).

4.2.4

Frequency Distribution of Ramp Forecasts

In order to investigate the ramping capabilities of the different approaches, a frequency
distribution of the power ramps over a period of 2h (1h forward and 1h backward) has
been generated for 3 different ranges of forecast length, 6-18h, 42-48h and 136-144h. The
results for 6-18h can be seen in Figure 4.7, the results for the other 2 forecast lengths
can be seen in Table 4.2 together with the frequency distributions for the observations
at Horns Rev.

Figure 4.7: Frequency distributions of the 6-18h forecast and measurements of ramps in
a 2h window (1h forward and 1h backward) for Horns Rev for the 3 power conversion
methodologies (LM,OM,EM) in the demonstration period Aug.-Dec. 2009. The bins are
always in 10% steps of the installed capacity (10-90%)
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The distribution was made from -10 to +10, where the 0 bin was filled by both the
negative and positive bin covering ramps of less than 10%. The large amount of values in
the 0-bins indicated that there are many hours, where the power production is relatively
constant, i.e. the power is in the flat part of the power curves at near full-load and near
no production. With an average production capacity of around 50% this is not surprising.

Bin
-10
-9
-8
-7
-6
-5
-4
-3
-2
-1
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

OBS
28
23
22
40
55
80
104
170
230
318
1250
353
243
179
107
71
47
33
28
20
13

LM
0
3
4
8
13
28
57
116
201
386
1540
603
234
118
46
31
14
10
4
3
2

6-18h
OM
5
6
6
18
26
37
69
123
197
342
1584
473
241
138
73
31
19
14
9
5
1

EM
3
3
4
5
9
20
58
149
245
541
1258
599
309
116
48
25
20
4
7
2
0

LM
0
0
3
1
11
24
39
74
162
466
1770
551
201
76
28
13
5
0
1
0
0

42-48h
OM
9
13
8
12
22
43
49
81
129
258
2073
324
166
96
52
43
16
15
8
2
5

EM
1
1
2
3
10
18
40
99
227
542
1448
633
250
87
38
14
5
5
3
0
0

LM
0
0
0
0
0
12
25
47
129
377
1630
444
120
41
18
2
5
1
2
0
0

136-144h
OM
4
0
4
11
13
25
41
72
117
231
1803
257
141
69
30
11
7
5
5
3
3

EM
0
0
0
0
1
7
17
67
194
416
1396
539
157
46
9
5
1
0
0
0
0

Table 4.2: Frequency distributions of the 6-12h, 42-48h and 138-144h forecasts and measurements of ramps in a 2h window (1h forward and 1h backward) for the 3 power conversion methodologies (LM,OM,EM) in the demonstration period Aug.-Dec. 2009. The
bins are always in 10% steps of the installed capacity (10-90%)
The most significant difference between the three approaches lies in the frequency of the
0-bin, where both the least square (LM) and the orthogonal fitting method (OM) produce
more events than the observations, while the ensemble based method (EM) produced the
same amount of ramps in the 0-bin than the observations.
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The EM uses ensemble member specific power curves while OM and LM use one power
curve for the ensemble mean. The effective power curve for EM is seldom completely flat
unlike the two other.
However, it can be seen that the EM produces too many ramps in the second bins to
both sides and too little steep ramps in the outer bins. This becomes more pronounced
with forecast length, where the EM’s relatively good frequency distribution degrades more
and more. This degradation can also be observed for the other two approaches, which
have a tendency to produce too many events in the 0 bin, i.e. have too little steeper
ramping hours. This is somewhat surprising for the OM, which should be more reactive
than the other two approaches. It likely that some of this mis-representation of ramps
can be related to lack of variability in the weather forecast and especially in the smooth
ensemble mean forecast.
When looking on the entire distribution, it can be seen that only the OM produces ramps
in the entire range similar to the observations and the higher amount of zero ramping
seems to be due to the flat power curves, which produce full load much earlier than the
other two approaches. This can also be seen on the much higher average power production
(57% versus 52% for the LM), the much larger amount of values in the bin 90% of the
power production frequency distribution and the large amount of values in the 0-bin of
the ramp based frequency distribution.

4.2.5

Frequency Distribution of Forecast Spread

The frequency distribution of the forecast spread is very different for the 3 methodologies
and reveals an important aspect when working with ensemble data. The ensemble method
that produces a power forecasts for each ensemble member has a fundamentally different
distribution than those methodologies that use the EPS mean, EPS min and EPS max
as input to generate spread.
The EM has a near Gaussian distribution with a slight skewness to the lower bins, while
the two other methodologies have an almost equal distribution in the first 3 bins, which
indicates that there is little spread in a large amount of cases.
Considering the power curves and the methodologies, it suggests that the range of wind
speeds with full load is too large, which suppresses spread in the lower and upper range
of wind speeds.
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Figure 4.8: Frequency distributions of forecast spread for the 3 power conversion methodologies (LM,OM,EM) in the demonstration period Aug.-Dec. 2009. The bins are in always
10% steps of the installed capacity (10-90%)%
The frequency distribution of the spread also reveals that it is not only the input data
that generates or suppresses the spread and hence produces reliable uncertainty estimates
(see Figure 4.8).
The ability to predict the uncertainty in a reliable way is also dependent on the power
conversion methodology. It is in fact a direct proof for the theory that the averaging of
forecasts for wind power forecasting should only be done in power space, otherwise the
uncertainty information may be lost and the spread becomes an unreliable source.

4.2.6

Frequency Distribution of the absolute BIAS

In order to estimate the capability of the ensemble forecasting system to predict the forecast error, or in other word, the ability of the ensemble system to estimate the uncertainty
of the forecast with a high reliability, the absolute BIAS is computed and correlated to
the ensemble spread.
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Figure 4.9: Frequency distributions of the of the absolute BIAS for the 3 power conversion
methodologies (LM,OM,EM) in the demonstration period Aug.-Dec. 2009 for the entire
range of forecasts from day 1 (24h) to day 6 (144h)
In this analysis it is also interesting to study the absolute BIAS characteristics of the
different power conversion methodologies. Figure 4.9 shows the results of this comparison
in a frequency distribution for all 3 methodologies and for each of the 6 forecast days. It
was found that the frequency distribution of the absolute BIAS of the three methodologies
is fundamentally different. While the least square method (LM) produces a near-Gaussian
distribution with skewness to the lower bins, the OM and EM methods produce many
more errors in the first two bins and almost linearly decreasing errors towards the higher
bins. Figure 4.9 also reveals the change in error pattern over the forecast length. In the
frequency distribution of all methods, it can be observed that the lower bins with the high
frequency decrease over time and gradually fill up the bins in the higher range (¿50%).
What that confirms is in fact that with increasing forecast length the models produce
higher errors especially in the ranges ¿ 50% error. On day 6 both the LM and EM are
showing an almost flat distribution over the error range. This is not as pronounced for
the OM, which still has a peak at 10% error.
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In Table 4.3 the frequency distribution of the error in terms of absolute BIAS is displayed
over the entire forecast range. Here, the 3 methods have been averaged in order to study
the change of forecast skill over the forecast length. It is interesting to observe that the
zero bin reduces to half the amount of events from the first to the 6th day, while the 10%,
20% and 30% error bins stay much more constant with around 30,15 and 10% frequency
of occurrence.
In the 40-100% bins the amount of events double in average already in the day-ahead
forecast range. In the following forecast days, the 40% bin stays relatively constant, while
all following error bins increase with up to three times of the amount of events than were
counted in the first forecasting day. This indicates that the errors become larger and
larger and are distributed away from the 0-10% bin to the 50-100% bins. It is worthwhile
noting, that there are only 0.1% of events of a 90-100% error found in the forecast of the
first day, but nearly 4% events in the 6t h forecast day. This is similar for the 80% and
90% bins.
BIN 6-24h
0 23.5
10 36.5
20 17.5
30
9.6
40
5.5
50
3.3
60
2.0
70
1.2
80
0.6
90
0.3
100
0.1

24-48h
18.2
31.7
18.5
10.5
7.4
5.2
3.4
2.1
1.4
1.0
0.7

48-72h
14.8
29.9
16.1
10.3
8.0
6.6
5.0
3.4
2.6
1.9
1.4

72-96h
13.3
26.7
14.7
10.7
8.5
7.2
6.0
4.5
3.6
2.8
2.0

96-120h
12.3
25.3
14.3
10.2
8.7
7.6
6.5
5.1
4.2
3.2
2.7

120-144h
11.3
23.1
13.0
10.1
8.7
8.1
7.2
5.5
5.1
4.1
3.8

Table 4.3: Frequency distribution of the error distribution in form of % absolute BIAS
for the forecast range divided into the 6 forecast days. The values represent the average
of the 3 methods with an approximate amount of 12000 values per forecast day.
Although the results are based on the up-scaled data from a single turbine, the overall
conclusion from these and previous results suggest that forecasting is on the hourly or
intra-hourly scale most reliable in the shorter forecast ranges and that focus has to be
put on the forecasting for intra-day trading.
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Table 4.3 illustrates that the forecast errors take away efficiency in terms of economic
feasible trading and effectiveness from the produced power over time (in terms of forecast horizon). The longer forecast lengths are more important information for longer
term planning such as daily sums and planning of services, maintenance and conditional
operation.

4.2.7

Error Predictability, Probability of Detection and False
Alarm Rate

The correlation of forecast spread and forecast error is a measure of the skill of the
ensemble forecasts to estimate the uncertainty of the forecast and hence provides a means
of estimating the required reserve or corrections to be made for the unpredicted small
scale variations. It can therefore also be thought of a measure of the ability to predict
errors and is defined as
EP = CORR(ABSBIAS, M AX − M IN )

(4.1)

where EP is the “Error Prediction” as shown in Figure 4.10, ABSBIAS is the absolute
BIAS and the difference between the maximum forecast and the minimum forecast is the
spread.
The “Probability of Detection” (POD) or hit rate of the forecasts answers the question
what fraction of the observed events were correctly forecasted. It is defined positively as
a “HITS”, if the observation lies within the forecasted spread, which is in our case the
difference between the minimum forecast and the maximum forecast and is defined as
P OD =

HIT S
HIT S + M ISSES

(4.2)

The “False Alarm” (FAR) answers the question what fraction of the predicted events
actually did not occur and is defined positively as a “MISSES”, if an observation was
found outside of the ensemble spread (here MAX-MIN). Is is defined as
M ISSES
(4.3)
HIT S + M ISSES
The results of the verification of error prediction (EP), probability of detection (POD)
and false alarm (FAR) in the demonstration period are shown in Figure 4.10 in the left
column for the 6-18h forecast length (left upper), the day-ahead (left middle figure) and
the 48-72h forecast length.
F AR =
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The most obvious conclusion that can be drawn is that the decrease in skill to predict the
uncertainty (error) is quite significantly reduced already in the day ahead, and reaches
practically a “no skill” level after the 3rd forecast day.
This is not so surprising considering the offshore resource (> 50% load factor) which automatically generates higher variability. In fact, it is the small scale weather phenomena
and high frequent variations in wind speed and direction that are not captured by the
model system and that are difficult to simulate. Note that the demonstration phase has
been run with WEPROG’s operational ensemble system in 45km horizontal resolution,
which by definition has limited skills on the small scale weather features. It would be
expected that the skill in predicting the variability would be improved by running the
model with a higher horizontal model resolution and by verifying with a more dispersed
power signal. Note that the observations were up-scaled from one wind turbine’s power
output and therefore have an increased variability.
Considering the probability of detection or hit-rate and the false alarm rate in the middle
column and right column, respectively, it can be seen that the amount of false alarms and
hits are of similar size for the ensemble method (EM). This may not sound too encouraging. However, part of this may be due to the observational power signal that has an
increased variability (see above). Therefore, the more important and encouraging finding
is that it proofs that the MSEPS ensemble system is in fact capable of producing a realistic probability distribution over the entire forecast length. That means that there is no
start-up problem as known from the more statistical perturbations such as breeding or
singular vector approach or degradation with forecast length.
For the least square method (LM) and the orthogonal fitting method (OM) there are more
misses found than hits, which shows an important aspect of using ensemble forecasts in
wind power predictions. As mentioned in the description of the power prediction methods used in this demonstration at the beginning of this Chapter, the power curves from
the LM and OM methods were generated for the Ensemble mean and the minimum and
maximum forecasts were generated with the minimum and maximum wind speed from
the weather ensemble fed into the power curves produced with EPS mean input. The
result therefore demonstrates that the uncertainty information from the ensemble can
only be made accessible when using power prediction conversion methods that convert
the ensemble weather data to wind power before. If this is not done, the uncertainty
information is no longer trustworthy and the probability forecasts may be interpreted as
under-dispersive and in consequence provide a misleading picture of the data.
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Last but not least, it should be mentioned that results form the development and testing
phases of this project already suggested that it is unrealistic to expect large improvements
by adding new parameters or coupling models with ocean or wave models. There is an
inherent forecast error in the numerical models possibly partially related to the variability.
In other words, there is no such thing as a “sustained perfect forecast”. Instead the results
suggest that focus has to be drawn to the right use of the vast amount of information
that can be generated today.

Figure 4.10: Results of the three probability measures on reliability of the uncertainty
measure for the 3 power conversion methodologies (LM,OM,EM) in the demonstration
period Aug.-Dec. 2009 for the short-range, day-ahead and 3rd day forecast range.

4.3

Discussion of the Results

Overall, it can be concluded that the standard statistical results are within the band of
expectation of the forecast capabilities for a single individual offshore wind farm when
comparing the demonstration results to the evaluation of forecasts from the various studies
and evaluations of developments carried in this project.
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The results are in fact consistent with the verification results of all newly developed forecast methodologies with historical forecasts and measurements, which used a 1-year period
in 2006. Details of these developments and the corresponding evaluation are described by
Cali et al. ([2]) and Pinson et al. ([13] and [12]).
Cali et al. ([2]) found in the overall statistics for 1 year (2006) a day-ahead normalised
RMSE (with the rated capacity) error between 17% for the best methodology and 22% for
the poorest methodology that was tested and verified. Cali investigated the use of a EPS
mean forecast and additional offshore specific parameters from forecasts from ECMWF’s
wave model WAM, where he found an improvement of around 20% from the reference
forecast with an RMSE of 21% and the modified EPS-mean forecast with 18%. However,
when comparing to the nRMSE of the power forecast of the individual members nRMSE,
which varied between 17.7% and 18.8%, it was found that a combination of forecasts from
the MSEPS Ensemble or a so-called double neural network, where a preliminary power
curve is computed for the individual ensemble members, provided higher improvements
than what the offshore specific parameters could deliver. In this case, the nRMSE was
measured for all tested combinations around 17% with the best combination achieving
16.80%.
Pinson et al. ([12]) reports nRMSE errors for the same period in 2006 starting at 15%
and ending at 22% for the mean forecast at 42h.
Seen in this light, it can be concluded that the historic experiments gave a true picture
of the achievable forecast accuracy with the investigated methodologies. It is also worth
noting that the average load factor in this demonstration period was 54% of rated capacity, which is about 4% higher than the yearly average was in 2006.
The upscaling of measurements from one turbine to the total farm output may also
inherent small errors, as a single wind turbine has a higher variability than the entire
wind farm, although the comparison benefits from less non-meteorological error sources.
What has not been looked at in the historic studies are the longer forecast ranges 48144h. Here, it was interesting to observe that the error seems to be relatively constant
over certain periods, i.e. there is little increase of error in the first forecast day (0-24h)
with 1-3% nRMSE, while the nRMSE increase is steeper in day 2 and 6 with ca. 5%
and ca. 2-3% per forecast day in the remaining forecast days 2,4 and 5. Although the
forecast error increase is relatively smooth, the longer forecast lengths still remain with a
relatively large error (ca. 40% nRMSE at 144h).
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Although the forecast error is high in the longer forecast ranges, it should be noted that
the comparison was made with an upscaled value of a single turbine, where the variability
and hence the background error increases the forecast error further. As pointed out in
Moehrlen et al. ([8]) end of 2007, it will be of benefit to increase the number of offshore wind farms in the North sea and Baltic sea, because this will generate a relatively
smoother and more constant power production and hence reduce the prediction error and
thereby increase the efficiency both environmentally and economically.
A very encouraging result from the real-time demonstration period related to the ensemble predictions from the MSEPS system. It was in fact possible to demonstrate that the
MSEPS ensemble has the capabilities to generate a realistic uncertainty estimate (ensemble spread) over the entire forecast horizon (0 - 144h) without a degeneration of its
probabilistic capabilities. Additionally, it was possible to show that it is crucial to adopt
the conversion from wind to power methodology to the entire ensemble data and identify
the weaknesses and the danger of misinterpretation of the resulting wind power forecasts
as under-dispersive, if this is not done.
Unfortunately, the inverted Ensemble Kalman Filter (iEnKF) that was developed in the
project could not be tested in the demonstration period, because no online data were
available. However, real-time results from other areas, e.g. Ireland and Germany confirm
the assumption that a physically correct representation of the power production and
regular online observations significantly improves the predictability of wind power. As
shown in the previous sections evaluation of the frequency distributions of generated
power, ramps, spread, as well as the standard statistics, the forecast quality decreases
significantly with forecast length and strongly suggest that effort has to be put on the
shorter time ranges.

Dissemination of Project Results
The project has been presented at various conferences and workshops throughout the
project duration. Two of the project partners are involved in the RAVE project - Research
at Alpha Ventus - (www.rave-offshore.de) that is carrying out research at the first German
Offshore wind farm Alpha Venuts. Some of the work packages in the RAVE project are
using results from this project and further develop the methodologies. This is especially
the variability investigations using the Hilbert-Huang approach and the coupling of ocean
and atmospheric model for improved sea surface temperature estimates, which seem to
have positive influence on the forecast quality in the first 24h of the forecasts. The project
has been presented at the following conferences:
- European Offshore Wind Energy Conference 2007, Berlin, Germany
- 7th International Workshop on Large Scale Integration of Wind Power and on Transmission Networks for Offshore Wind Farms 2008, Madrid, Spain
- 8th Annual International Symposium on Forecasting 2008, Nice, France
- European Wind Energy Conference EWEC 2008, Brussels, Belgium
- German Wind Energy Conference DEWEK 2008, Bremen, Germany
- European Wind Energy Conference EWEC 2009, Marseille, France
- European Offshore Wind Conference 2009, Stockholm, Sweden
- 8th International Workshop on Large-Scale Integration of Wind Power into Power Systems as well as on Transmission Networks for Offshore Wind Farms 2009, Bremen,
Germany
- 3rd Workshop on Best Practice in the Use of Short-term Forecasting of Wind Power
2009, Bremen, Germany
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Publications resulting from the Project

The following is a list of project publications. Links to Online access to the publications
can be found on the project webpage “http://www.hrensemble.net/publications.html”
and “http://www.hrensemble.net/reports.html”.
2010
Nissen, J., Vincent, C., Direct spectral verification of a mesoscale ensemble, HREnsembleHR Project Report, (2010).
Jørgensen, J.U., Möhrlen, C.,Influence of Sea Surface Parameterisation on the forecast
quality, Public Project Report (2010).
2009
St. Drenan, Y.-M., Comparison of different Charnock models for the determination of
the vertical wind profile, HREnsembleHR Project Report, (2009).
C.L. Vincent, P. Pinson, G. Giebel (2009). Wind fluctuations over the North Sea. International Journal of Climatology (submitted).
Vincent C, Giebel G, Pinson P, Madsen H (2009) Resolving Non-Stationary Spectral
Information in Wind Speed Time Series using the Hilbert-Huang Transform. Journal
of Applied Meteorology and Climatology: In Press.
Corinna Möhrlen, First experiences of the new EEG trading rules in Germany and
introduction of an ensemble based short-term forecasting methodology for intra-day
trading, 3rd Workshop on Best Practice in the Use of Short-term Forecasting of
Wind Power, Bremen, Oct. 2009.
Möhrlen,C., Jørgensen, J.U., A new algorithm for Upscaling and Short-term forecasting
of windpower using Ensemble forecasts , 8th International Workshop on Large-Scale
Integration of Wind Power into Power Systems as well as on Transmission Networks
for Offshore Wind Farms, Bremen, Germany, October, 2009.
Cali, Ü., Kurt,M., Möhrlen,C., Lange, B., Development of an Offshore-Specific Wind
Power Forecasting Based on Ensemble Weather Prediction and Wave Parameters.
European Offshore Wind Conference, Stockholm, 2009.
Vincent, C., Draxl, C., Giebel, G., Pinsen, P., Jørgensen, J.U., Möhrlen, C., Spectral
verification of a Mesoscale Ensemble, European Wind Energy Conference EWEC’09,
Marseille, 2009.
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2008
Pinson, P., Madsen H., Ensemble-based probabilistic forecasting at Horns Rev. Wind
Energy, special issue Offshore Wind Energy, 2009.
Cali, Ümit , Saint-Drenan, Y-M., Möhren, C., Jørgensen, J.U., Lange, B., von Bremen,
L., Investigation of the potential improvement of Offshore Wind Power Forecast
based on Ensemble Weather Prediction by using offshore specific parameters, Proc.
German Wind Energy Conference DEWEK 2008, Bremen, 2008.
Pierre Pinson, Henrik Aa. Nielsen, Henrik Madsen and Torben S. Nielsen: Statistical
power curve modelling: Which power curve for what application?, European Wind
Energy Conference EWEC’08, Brussels, Belgium, 2008.
Möhrlen, C., Jørgensen, J.U., Pinson, P., Madsen, H., Lange, B., Cali, Ü., Bolding,
B., Giebel, G.,n Tøfting, J., Kristoffersen, J.R.: HRensembleHR Project Progress
in applying Short-range Ensemble Forecasts for Offshore Wind power, European
Wind Energy Conference EWEC’08, Brussels, Belgium, 2008 (submitted).
Pinson, P., Madsen, H. From meteorological ensembles to reliable probabilistic forecasts
of wind generation. 28th Annual International Symposium on Forecasting, Nice,
2008.
Cali, Ü, Lange, B., Dobschinski, J., Kurt, M., Möhrlen,C., Ernst, B. Artificial Neural
Network Based Wind Power Forecasting Using a Multi-Model Approach, 7th International Workshop on Large Scale Integration of Wind Power and on Transmission
Networks for Offshore Wind Farms, Madrid, May, 2008.
2007
Public Interim Report 1, Verification of WEPROG’s MSEPS with data from the FINO1
platform, Available Online at http://www.hrensemble.net/reports.html, (2007).
Möhrlen, Corinna, Jess U. Jørgensen, Pierre Pinson, Henrik Madsen, Jesper Runge
Kristoffersen, HRENSEMBLEHR - HIGH RESOLUTION ENSEMBLE FOR HORNS
REV, European Offshore Wind Energy Conference, Berlin, 2007.
Pierre Pinson, Henrik Aa. Nielsen, Henrik Madsen, Torben S. Nielsen: Local Linear Regression with Adaptive Orthogonal Fitting for the Wind Power Application, Statistics and Computing, 2007 (accepted for publication).

Overall Conclusions
Results from the wave study, variability study, ocean coupling, findings from the sensitivity experiments, the iEnKF short-term forecast and finally the demonstration phase have
given significant synergy.
The most basic research result in the project is that the two empirical mode decomposition approaches, Hilbert-Huang and later the Ensemble Empirical Mode Decomposition
(EEMD). Both approaches confirmed that significant variability exists in offshore conditions. It was found that the variability of the short time-scales (24 minutes) are either
not explicitly visible in the grid-scale of the NWP models or in the best case significantly
smoothed out in all of the tested model configurations. If we interpret 2/3 of the variability due to vertical waves not present in the mean flow and 1/3 of the variability due to
meso-scale weather, then the model results and EEMD are consistent. We can however
not verify this theory. At present we do not know if EEMD counts neither the events
correct nor whether the ensemble forecast suppresses variability.
The existence of variability above the time-scale related to friction between ocean waves
and air can in fact explain some of the inconsistent results published in the literature and
set a question mark behind the correctness of the calculation of friction in wave, ocean
and weather modelling.
The results indicate that there may also exist similar long time-scale variability on land.
This is however not nearly as important as for the ocean. What differs is that the ocean
surface changes roughness characteristics with the wind speed, while the surface on land
does not. The correct modelling of the wind over sea could therefore be argued to be even
more important than over land.
There is no doubt that the result will bring focus on how to predict variability of the wind
in the future. Not because variability forecasting is important for wind power forecasting
and thereby the power system, but because this is the key to improve the friction process
over the ocean. Since 70% of the surface of the Earth is covered by water, it is obvious
that a new basic understanding can bring progress in various forecasting disciplines.
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Numerical 3D Simulations
The project used a large number of different ensemble forecasts. Some of the forecasts
were from WEPROG’s operational archive, while others were generated specifically for
the partners and a number of sensitivity experiments were used to study how the air/sea
interaction can be improved. The conclusions that can be drawn from all these different
simulations is that the forecast uncertainty offshore is high, but it is not the sea surface
roughness that is the predominant uncertainty generator.
The effect of the sea surface temperature appears to be stronger and there is a positive
effect on the uncertainty forecast of the intra-day forecast when coupling the weather and
ocean ensemble models. This is an important finding, because the result demonstrates
that the sea surface temperature generates forecast uncertainty even on the intra-day
horizon. Thus, even though the ocean coupling did not improve the traditional RMSE
score yet, there is now evidence that the sea surface temperature is generating wind power
forecast error, which is not even limited to offshore conditions.
It has been shown in this project that the achievable improvements on the day-ahead are
very small compared to the improvement gained by applying an intelligent short-term
forecasting model.

Wind Power Prediction in Offshore Context
An offshore wind farm operates more frequent at full load than wind turbines on land do,
because the wind speeds in the range 12-20m/s are frequent in the North Sea.
Such conditions tend to increase the forecast error, because the wind speed peaks in this
range do not always last for very long. The risk of a double error due to a forecast phase
error is therefore highest for the short peaks. The forecast difficulty increases with the
variability and as mentioned above this variability seems to only be partially present in
the weather forecasts.
Power curve training therefore needs to consider the frequent large mismatches between
forecasted wind speeds and power measurements. Different approaches have been used in
this project to change the influence of outlier pairs of wind speed and power measurements.
At the end of the project it is fair to say that there has been conducted significant amount
of work on the wind power forecasting approach, but it is difficult to point out achievements that will become next generation state-of-the-art wind power forecast models.
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The conclusion from the variability study on the existence of variability, which is not
present in forecasts, raises some issues on how to interpret weather forecasts and how to
use them for power curve training in offshore conditions in the future. These issues relate
to that power generation is limited between zero and the full capacity and any error near
both extremes result in skewness and smoothing of the power curve. It has been shown
that the resulting ensemble forecast may easily be interpreted to be under-dispersive, unless the power curve training is using the ensemble weather input in a consistent way.
The importance of correct power curve training could be identified in the real-time demonstration. Although the real-time demonstration phase proved the capabilities of the
MSEPS ensemble predictions system to generate a realistic uncertainty estimate (ensemble spread) over the entire forecast horizon (0 - 144h) without a degeneration of its
probabilistic capabilities, it also showed the sensitivity to the correct application of the
ensemble data in the wind to power conversion. The demonstration in fact showed that it
is crucial to adopt the conversion from wind to power methodology to the entire ensemble
data and identified the weaknesses and the danger of misinterpretation of the cause of an
under-dispersive wind power forecast.

State Estimation and Short term Forecasting
The energy system is collecting a large number of instantaneous measurements with a frequency that is one or two orders of magnitude higher than the collection of meteorological
measurements. The measurements of wind power are not always uniquely invertible to a
wind speed, because of the flat ranges of a power curve. Wind power measurements do
however provide significant potential for the improvement of forecasting, if they are used
in connection with meteorological measurements and forecasts. This theory is based on
the experience from data assimilation, which claims that all information essentially adds
value.
A new approach was developed for this purpose based on ensemble forecasts. The approach has been named inverted Ensemble Kalman Filter (iEnKF), because of similarities
with other approaches using the so-called Ensemble Kalman Filter technique. The iEnKF
is essentially a pure mathematical approach, because all other considerations lie in the
ensemble forecast data. The core of the iEnKF algorithm is that it is able to determine the influence of arbitrary variables on other arbitrary variables by sending influence
around in a non-dimensional common model space, where all information is weighted via
correlations in ensemble space.
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As an example, the iEnKF has the potential of translating the raw signals of a radar
measurement to a variability forecast on wind farm level. Another application is to
generate a 4D analysis in ocean model space only with the use of sea surface temperature
measurements from satellite data.

Future Outlook
The challenges and opportunities ahead are to achieve a higher reliability of offshore wind
power and thereby reach a higher penetration of wind power without lowering the market
value of wind power below zero. A 1.1GW offshore wind power pool in year 2013 in Denmark will produce approximately a similar amount of wind power as today’s 2500MW
dispersed wind power spread over the western part of Denmark. The need for an efficient
integration strategy into the energy system is therefore obvious.
Offshore wind power risks to lower the market value of existing dispersed wind power
without a dedicated effort. No action will in the long run not only be to the disadvantage
of owners of dispersed wind power but to the entire community, because the incentive
to invest in wind power is reduced. This will indirectly reduce the competition on the
energy market to the disadvantage of the community. Offshore wind power in the right
environment can therefore act as a catalyst to an increased wind power penetration and
effective market system.
A 2-3 year start-up period with an extra high bonus to offshore wind power followed by a
transition to a common production incentive scheme based on market prices plus bonuses
will ensure that all wind power has an incentive to work together and thereby keep wind
power investments attractive. In this way offshore wind power will fit into the market and
still be a viable investment. The proposed scheme would automatically limit the fixed
price supported wind power generation on the grid to the capacity of the newly built
offshore wind. This amount of energy would then fit into the market along with other
wind power operating on market terms and bonus schemes.
A primary goal by conducting offshore wind power research is to contribute positively
to the Danish energy system and the findings in this project have this potential. However, experience has shown that it is sometimes difficult to see how research findings are
disseminated into the energy system, partly because the tradition is to keep information
confidential, although transparency is widely recognised to enhance competition.
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It is the consortium’s hope and ambition to assist that the results will find their way
into operations and contribute to continued higher renewable energy penetration. The
project’s web page (www.hrensemble.net) with information about the project, its findings
and available publications related to the project will be further maintained by WEPROG
to ensure the results will be available also for the public outside of Denmark, where the
potential for successful further dissemination will be highest in the densely populated
central Europe, the United Kingdom, around the Great Lakes in North America and in
China.
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